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Ukraine war robs India’s 
‘Diamond City’ of sparkle

Parents harming children by 
parading them on social media 8 Rich heritage buried under 

impoverished Gaza Strip12 Squash player’s switch to England 
shows Egypt’s athlete exodus163

Summer means suffering for 
workers in intense Gulf heat

Last 10 years hottest in Kuwait • Heat unbearable even in the shade
KUWAIT: Although summer has only 
just begun, temperatures have already 
topped 50 degrees Celsius in parts of 
the Gulf, one of the world’s hottest 
and driest regions, which is bearing 
the brunt of climate change. Summer 
means suffering for anyone working 
outside, along with risks of dehydra-
tion, heat stroke and heart failure, and 
Gulf countries have banned working 
outside in the hottest hours of the day. 

On the first day of summer last 
Tuesday, temperatures reached 50 
degrees Celsius in many places, 
including Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, 
which recorded in May the hottest 
temperature of the month worldwide, 
53.2 degrees Celsius. “The last 10 
years have been the hottest seen in 
Kuwait,” said Kuwaiti meteorologist 
Issa Ramadan, adding: “Summer in 
Kuwait now extends to September, 
and sometimes to parts of October.” 

Last year, a World Health 
Organization report found the risk of 
death doubling or tripling on 
extremely hot days in Kuwait, with a 
disproportionate effect on expat men, 
who make up the bulk of outdoor 

workers. Workers from India, Pakistan, 
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh are 
ubiquitous in the oil-rich Gulf coun-
tries, providing cheap labor and filling 
the jobs shunned by citizens in favor 
of high-paying government positions. 

Like millions of other migrant labor-
ers in the construction worker B Sajay 
does not welcome summer. “We work 
in very high temperatures, this is the 
nature of our work. And yes, we suffer 
from severe heat,” the Indian national 
told AFP in Muscat, the capital of 
Oman. “The only thing that relieves us 
is the period of rest... in the middle of 
the day,” said Sajay, who has been 
working on building sites for six years. 

The imported laborers typically 
work on construction sites or collect 
rubbish, sweep the roads or deliver 
food. Between June and August, the 
oil-producing Gulf countries - Saudi 
Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, 
Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman - ban 
working outside for about four hours 
starting from noon. Workers return to 
their dormitories or nestle in any 
shade they can find.  

Continued on Page 6 KUWAIT: Cars drive along a highway in low visibility conditions due to a dust storm on June 26, 2022. —  Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

News in brief
Apple Pay to launch soon 
 
KUWAIT: The ministry of finance and Kuwait 
Direct Investment Promotion Authority have 
reached an agreement to launch Apple Pay in 
Kuwait soon. The two sides are currently work-
ing on removing obstacles that had prevented 
launching the service in Kuwait. (See Page 3)

Iraqi PM visits Saudi, Iran 
 
RIYADH: Iraq’s prime minister met Saudi Arabia’s 
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman in the king-
dom Sunday as part of Baghdad’s efforts to medi-
ate between Riyadh and Tehran. Mustafa Al-
Kadhemi visited Iran later Sunday. Prince 
Mohammed and Kadhemi addressed “bilateral 
relations and opportunities for joint cooperation”, 
reported the official Saudi Press Agency. — AFP 

KUWAIT: Health Minister Dr Khaled Al-Saeed inaugurates the fifth expat examina-
tion center at Mishref Fairgrounds with a daily capacity of 1,000 cases on June 
26, 2022. (See Page 3)

ELMAU CASTLE, Germany: (From left) European Council President Charles Michel, 
Italy’s Prime Minister Mario Draghi, Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, 
France’s President Emmanuel Macron, Germany’s Chancellor Olaf Scholz, US 
President Joe Biden, Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson, Japan’s Prime 
Minister Fumio Kishida and European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen 
pose for a family photo during the G7 Summit on June 26, 2022. — AFP 

KUWAIT: Senior officials revealed 
that the government’s plan to restrict 
public hospitals, polyclinics and health 
centers to Kuwaitis only is still among 
the main goals of the workplan of the 
government and health ministry, but 
practical means to achieve this target 
are not available yet. 

They said the plan aims at treating 
residents in the private sector, while 
public hospitals will be for citizens 
only, after criticisms by Kuwaitis of 
delays in obtaining appointments due 
to the large number of residents, 
whose numbers are double that of cit-
izens, at the expense of services pro-
vided to Kuwaitis. This apart from the 
pressure on the ministry’s services 
and its infrastructure and its increas-
ing budget every year. 

The sources said among the rea-
sons for not implementing the plan to 
treat expats in private clinics is that 
the health infrastructure of the private 

Continued on Page 6 

MoH aims to 
restrict clinics 
to Kuwaitis

ELMAU CASTLE, Germany: 
World powers on Sunday agreed to 
ban gold exports from Russia, kick-
ing off a G7 meeting aimed at taking 
new steps to deplete Moscow’s war 
chest and bolster Ukraine’s defenses. 
US President Joe Biden and his 
counterparts from the world’s most 
industrialized nations are gathering 
at Elmau Castle in the German Alps 
before they continue on to Madrid 

for talks with NATO partners. 
They are seeking to close ranks for 

Ukraine against Russia’s invasion 
while grappling with the intensifying 
global fallout of the war. “We have to 
stay together,” Biden told German 
Chancellor Olaf Scholz, the host of the 
three-day gathering. Russian 
President Vladimir Putin had been 
hoping “that somehow NATO and the 
G7 would splinter”, Biden said. “But 
we haven’t and we’re not going to.” 

Scholz also hailed Western unity 
which he said “Putin never expected”, 
adding that each member of the club 
“needs to share responsibility” for 
facing the mounting challenges the 
war presents.  

Continued on Page 6 

Allies ‘won’t 
splinter’, Biden 
vows at G7

MANSOURA, Egypt: A trial began Sunday for an 
Egyptian man accused of stabbing a woman to 
death in a public street after she rejected his 
advances - a case that has sparked widespread out-

rage. A video went viral last week appearing to 
show the victim, identified as student Nayera 
Ashraf, being stabbed by a young man outside her 
university. The crime has triggered widespread 
anger both in Egypt and beyond, having been fol-
lowed a few days later by a similar incident in which 
Jordanian student Iman Irshaid was shot dead on a 
university campus. 

Social media users immediately drew compar-
isons between the two murders, decrying cases of 
femicide in the Arab world. At the Mansoura 
Criminal Court, 130 km north of Cairo, Mohamed 

Adel was accused of “premeditated murder”, after 
confessing to intentionally killing the victim, an AFP 
correspondent said. Ashraf had previously reported 
the alleged perpetrator to the authorities, fearing 
that he would attack her, according to her father 
and witnesses. 

The maximum penalty for murder is death in 
Egypt, which carried out the third highest number of 
executions in the world in 2021, according to 
Amnesty International. “He stabbed her several 
times,” said the prosecution, which found “messages  

Continued on Page 6 

Egypt tries man 
over murder of 
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KUWAIT: At least 18 students, including 
Kuwaiti student Joud Abdullah Al-Mutairi, grad-
uated from high school with full marks. The min-
istry of education announced Sunday the lists of 
grade 12 achievers from public and private 
Arabic schools, including an unprecedented 18 
science students who notched a GPA of 100 
percent. In the arts stream, the top 10 students 
had a GPA of over 99 percent. Joud is the first 
Kuwaiti student to graduate with a 100 percent 
result in Kuwaitís history. Education Minister Ali 
Al-Mudhaf broke the news to Joud, who said 
she plans to study medicine at Kuwait 
University. Rawan Hafez Nasser Abdulaziz was 
first among Kuwaiti students in the arts stream 
with a GPA of 99.64 percent. 

18 students score 
100%, including 
first Kuwaiti



By Faten Omar 
 
KUWAIT: The juvenile welfare department 
organized on Sunday a drug prevention training 
workshop coinciding with the International Day 
against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, under 
the slogan “Protecting our youth is our responsi-
bil i ty”. Assistant Undersecretary for Social 
Welfare at the Ministry of Social Affairs Musallam 
Al-Subaei said social welfare has been keen to 
highlight this dangerous drug phenomenon that 
makes families suffer. “Preventing drug addiction 
and raising awareness of its danger is one of 
Kuwait’s priorities,” he said. 

Subaei stressed the importance of confronting 
the drug phenomenon with the negative risks it 
poses to the individual and society, encouraging 
institutions to cooperate in order to confront drug 
addiction issues and continue their efforts in this 
field by issuing national legislation and projects to 
achieve security and psychological and social sta-
bility. He affirmed the ministry’s keenness to find 
appropriate solutions through training workshops 
that would be an addition to the state’s efforts to 
limit the spread of drugs in the society. 

Director of the Juvenile Welfare Department 
Jassem Al-Kandari said the issue of drug abuse 
and addiction is one of the most important prob-
lems facing the entire world, as it has serious 
dimensions and effects in destroying the individual, 
family and society. “The drug phenomenon is one 
of the negative phenomena prevalent in Kuwaiti 
society. Studies and statistics show that numbers 
of addicts are constantly increasing, making it 
important for competent authorities in the country 
to shed light on this phenomenon to study its 
motives and how to confront it and protect society 
from it,” he noted. 

Kandari pointed out that the juvenile care 
department is responsible for young people, 
whether they are delinquents or prone to delin-
quency. “We found the number of cases of abuse 
during the past four years exceeded 150 cases, 
which led to the establishment of specialized train-
ing courses to educate workers and community 
members to identify the causes of abuse, combat 

negative phenomena prevalent in Kuwaiti society, 
and protect the Kuwaiti family,” he added. 

The Ministry of Social Affairs launches a four-
day training workshops for drug prevention. It will 
include a set of eight training courses provided by 
specialists representing government agencies and 

relevant NGOs in this aspect from June 26-29. The 
workshops on Sunday discussed ways on how to 
deal with an addict, how to deal with juvenile abuse 
in schools, how to treat cases of abuse and addic-
tion and the role of the juvenile care department in 
rehabilitating cases of addiction. 
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KUWAIT: Foreign Minister Sheikh 
Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Sabah congrat-
ulated Sunday Kuwaiti women diplo-
mats on behalf of His Highness the 
Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the 
Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. This came 
in response to the United Nation’s 
General Assembly decision to name 
June 24 the International Day for 

Women in Diplomacy, in recognition 
of the pivotal role of women in bol-
stering international cooperation and 
cementing principles of peace and 
security. The foreign minister also 
conveyed Kuwait’s leadership praise 
of the role of Kuwaiti women in diplo-
macy, expressing pride in their efforts 
and valuable contributions to Kuwait’s 
foreign policy. 

In other news, His Highness the 

Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received at 
Bayan Palace on Sunday Speaker of 
the National Assembly Marzouq Al-
Ghanem. His Highness the Crown 
Prince also received His Highness the 
Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Defense Sheikh Talal Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah. His Highness Crown 

Prince held a reception for Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees at the 
American University of the Middle 
East (AUM) Fahad Ibrahim Al-
Othman. The reception came to cele-
brate AUM’s QS ranking as the best 
university in Kuwait for the second 
year in a row. His Highness the Crown 
Prince congratulated AUM on this 
achievement, wishing the university 
more success in the future. — KUNA

Kuwait congratulates women 
in diplomacy on their int’l day

Crown Prince receives officials, academic

His Highness the Amir 
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad 
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

His Highness the Crown 
Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

Kuwait hosts 
drug prevention 
training workshop

Musallam Al-Subaie

KUWAIT: A general view of the audience at the workshop. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Dr Jassem Al-Kandari 

RIYADH: Kuwaiti Ambassador to Saudi Arabia 
Sheikh Ali Al-Khaled Al-Sabah handed, Sunday, a 
cable from His Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh 
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and another 
from His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal 
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to Undersecretary of 
Yemeni Foreign Ministry, Awsan Al-Aud, directed to 
the President of the Presidential Council Rashad Al-
Olaimi. Kuwait’s Embassy in Saudi Arabia indicated 
in a statement that the cables convey the brotherly 
relations tying the two countries and ways of bol-
stering them in several fields. —  KUNA 

Kuwaiti leadership 
sends cables to 
Yemeni chief

RIYADH: Kuwaiti Ambassador to Saudi Arabia Sheikh 
Ali Al-Khaled Al-Sabah hands over the letters. — KUNA

CAIRO: Kuwait is supportive of the Arab League’s 
pro-Palestinian cause media measures propagated in 
international arenas, a Kuwaiti media senior official 
announced on Sunday. This remark was made to the 
press from the Kuwaiti Ministry of Information’s exec-
utive Shawq Al-Shuai’ on the sidelines of the two-day 
fourth meeting of the Arab media experts group con-
cerned with evaluating and updating the strategic 
action plan regarding the Palestinian cause, held in 
Cairo, Egypt. She expressed gratitude to the Arab 
League General Secretariat for hosting this event, 
adding that the Kuwaiti delegation listened to the views 
of member countries regarding the articles of Arab 
media action abroad plan. Kuwait expressed its com-
ments regarding a number of articles, including the 
diplomatic digital system, and establishment of Arab 
media-people group proposal, she added. Kuwait sup-

ports the recommendations offered by the Arab nations 
during the meeting on adding some reforms to better 
serve these efforts, she said. — KUNA

Kuwait values Arab 
League’s pro-Palestine 
media measures

Kuwaiti Ministry of Information’s executive Shawq Al-
Shuai’ attends the meeting.

CAIRO: A group photo of officials attending the meeting of the Arab media experts group concerned with 
evaluating and updating the strategic action plan regarding the Palestinian cause. — - KUNA 
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Legalese

Women’s rights

By Majd Othman 
 
KUWAIT: Social media has become a place where 
people can achieve their desire to be famous and 
popular, and it helps to publicize people’s talents. 
Some parents see it as a good opportunity to help 
boost their finances by opening a social media 
account for their children to attract advertisers and 
companies, despite some being very young, wanting 
their children to become famous. 

This kind of behavior by the parents can affect 
the future of their children, who did not have a 
chance to choose whether they want to be famous 
or not. Regarding the reasons that push parents to 
enroll their children on social media, Kuwait Times 
spoke to psychological and social consultant Hassan 
Al-Mosawi, who explained the issue through sever-
al facets. He started by saying that in many cases, 
mothers share the blame for this problem and is 
even the main person responsible in certain cases.  

“To be specific, moth-
ers are mainly responsi-
ble for this issue due to 
their desire to show off 
the beauty of their kids. 
Sometimes, this can be 
defined as a psychologi-
cal deficiency, as they try 
to push their kids to 
achieve the dreams they 
weren’t able to achieve. 
Some of them compete 
with their friends to 
demonstrate the excel-
lence of their children in 
a certain area in order to put the spotlight on them-
selves,” Mosawi said. 

 
Molding personalities 

“Meanwhile, mothers who sign up their children 
on social media, especially the young ones, are try-
ing to mold their children’s personality through 
social media by highlighting them in specific fields 
such as fashion, blogging or something else. Which 
leads us to the same point, that mothers are focus-
ing the lights on themselves for fame,” he said. 
“Imitating Western behaviors has become a trend, 
despite the content’s unsuitability with Arab and 
Islamic culture. Parents are encouraging their kids 
to be famous without taking into account the prob-
lems the children may face on social media, espe-
cially for teenage girls,” Mosawi said. 

Mosawi mentioned some parents think it is a nor-

mal thing for their children to be on social media as 
long as they are not hurting anyone, although they 
are causing harm to them. “Unfortunately, the father’s 
role in this matter is weak and not helpful,” he rued. 
“When the children or teenagers become socially 
accepted on media platforms, it turns from a psycho-
logical and social goal into a financial and commer-
cial purpose - working for money,” he stressed.  

On whether parents have the freedom to choose 
the future of their children, Mosawi said: “If the par-
ents want to enroll their kids on social media, it should 
be at an age when their children have reached the 
stage of awareness and have the ability to make their 
own decision to enter social media or not. It is not 
acceptable to sign up kids on social media who are 
two or three years old and have no power to make a 

decision, merely to achieve fame for their parents.”  
 

Future effects 
Regarding the future psychological effects on chil-

dren as a result of their access to social media, Mosawi 
said: “This kind of behavior will affect the kids in the 
future in several ways such as dropping out of school 
due to their interests on social media and social appear-
ance, while their personalities will have notable features 
as being narcissists, egoists and showoffs, which will 
lead to social isolation due to their difference from oth-
ers. When these children grow up, their behavior that is 
acceptable now will be socially unacceptable tomorrow, 
and this will lead to serious problems such as depres-
sion, isolation, fragility and a weak character.”  

Regarding the importance of passing laws and reg-
ulations that prevent parents from enrolling their chil-
dren on social media at a young age, Mosawi pointed 
out that this issue should be highlighted under the 
children’s rights issue. “There must be entities and laws 
in Kuwait and in the Arab world that prevent such 
behaviors by parents towards their children, and con-
sider it as a kind of exploitation and extortion of chil-
dren, in order to safeguard the children’s right of 
choosing their future,” he told Kuwait Times.  

Mosawi warned parents about the psychological 
affects children could face due to attacks via social 
media, such as bullying, sexual harassment or financial 
fraud, which will lead to severe results such as social 
phobias or isolated personalities, which in some cases 
may even lead to suicide. “All of this is a result of irre-
sponsible parents who want to be famous on social 
media,” he cautioned.  

Psychologist warns of negative impact 
of using children for social media fame 

Parents seek fortune and fame regardless of problems kids may face: Mosawi

Hassan Al-MosawiImitating Western 
behaviors  
unsuitable with 
Arab and  
Islamic culture

Following the incident that happened last 
week, a dramatic and violent beating of a 
young girl at her school by her father, it is 

time to review our laws in Kuwait when it comes 
to women’s rights and try to understand why 
there are recurring harmful and inhumane inci-
dents. Although they may be sporadic here and 
frequent in many other countries, they are still 
wrong and need to be addressed in our own 
country.  

As a lawyer, I would like to make it clear that 
from a legal point of view, a father has absolute-
ly no legal right to beat his daughter violently, 
whether in public or in the privacy of his home. 
Regardless of whether the father has custody or 
not, he must protect his daughter and not be the 
cause of pain to her. With that said, this seems to 
be confusing to many, because the law in Kuwait 
does not punish gentle beatings of a daughter 
by her father if it is done for disciplinary rea-
sons, which is unfortunate.  

This allowance is under article 29 of Kuwait’s 
penal code. The article states: “There is no crime 
if the act is to use the right to discipline a person 
authorized by law to do so, provided that it is 
bound by its limits and its intention is merely to 
discipline.” The law has then been explained to 
clarify that husbands have the right to beat their 
wives for disciplinary reasons, just as long as it 
leaves no physical marks on them, with the same 
for fathers and their daughters. Violence should 
not be accepted, especially from a man who is 
responsible for the safety of his family.

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Finance and Kuwait 
Direct Investment Promotion Authority reached 
an agreement to launch Apple Pay in Kuwait soon. 
The two sides are currently working on removing 
obstacles that had prevented launching the serv-
ice in Kuwait. 

Details of the agreement were not disclosed. The 
Ministry of Finance had reportedly made a proposal 
for Apple last year to enter Kuwait through Kuwait 
Direct Investment Public Authority (KDIPA) to 
ensure its listing on the roster of foreign companies 
that are exempt from paying taxes under double 
taxation treaties. The US technology giant had 
postponed entering Kuwait through its Apple Pay 
service, and the ministry reportedly held several 

meetings with company’s representatives to explain 
its tax situation in case it signed up with local banks 
to apply the Apply Pay service. 

According to sources familiar with the meetings, 

Apple first asked the finance ministry to exempt it 
from the rule that stipulates a 5 percent deduction 
from the total returns of Apple Pay in Kuwait. Apple 
argued it should not be considered an investment 
that must pay taxes, as the company presented a 
description of its financial payment service done 
through apps and not through its presence in Kuwait, 
which it argues exempts it from any local taxes. 

But finance ministry officials were reportedly 
not convinced at the time, said the sources who 
spoke on the condition of anonymity. “They 
believe that activating the Apple Pay service 
locally will constitute moving of money outside 
Kuwait to a foreign company, as Apple will collect 
a percentage of each transaction from banks that 
use its payment services, be they Kuwaiti or oth-
ers,” the sources explained. “They insist Apple 
must pay taxes as the law stipulates, which is at 
five percent in this regard.” Ministry officials also 
believe that even if the company doesn’t have 
premises in Kuwait, this will not exempt it from 
paying taxes as long as it benefits from the coun-
try’s markets, the sources noted. 

Apple Pay to 
launch in 
Kuwait soon

KUWAIT: Health Minister Dr Khaled Al-Saeed 
launched the fifth Expatriates Examination Center at 
Kuwait International Fairgrounds in Mishref on 
Sunday. The center, the fifth of its kind in Kuwait, has 
a daily capacity of 1,000 cases. Dr Saeed toured the 
site to inspect work following the operational open-
ing of the center as well as the organizational mech-
anisms that are followed. He said the opening of the 
new center is part of the ministry’s continued efforts 
to reduce pressure on other centers. 

Meanwhile, Director of Public Health Dr 
Mohammad Al-Suaidan said the center has 10 reg-

istration stations and a waiting area for 500 per-
sons. It also has four x-ray rooms and 20 blood 
testing clinics, he added. He said the center is 

manned by 160 individuals including doctors, nurs-
es, x-ray technicians and administrators. The center 
operates 12 hours per day, he further noted. 

Health Ministry 
inaugurates expat 
testing center 
in Mishref
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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: A pigeon drinks water from a fountain in Kuwait City on June 25, 2022, as temperatures reach around 50C degrees during the country’s long dry
summer. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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News in brief

Amir offers condolences 

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah on Sunday sent a
cable to Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud, offering sincere and heartfelt condolence
over the death of Princess Modhi bint Musaed
bin Abdulrahman bin Faisal  Al  Saud. His
Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent the Saudi king two
cables of identical sentiments. 

21 pilgrimage expeditions

KUWAIT: Director General of the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation Yousef Al-Fozan
announced on Sunday that Kuwait would
organize 21 expeditions for the annual hajj rit-
uals, within six days, to transport up to 6,216
pilgrims to the holy sites in Saudi Arabia. The
pilgrims will travel for the annual rites aboard
four flights, with one set on Thursday. The four
involved airl ines are Kuwait Airways, Al-
Jazeera, the Saudi Airways and NAS. A plan
had been worked out to organize smooth
arrival of the pilgrims at King Abdul Aziz
Airport in Jeddah, he said, adding that the
KAC flights would be launched from T-4 air
facility, Al-Jazeera’s flights from T-5 while of
the Saudi and NAS airways from the terminal
number one.

Excellent work bonus

KUWAIT: Minister of Public Works, Minister
of Electricity and Water and Renewed Energy
Ali Al-Mousa issued a ministerial decision to
grant the excellent work bonus for MPW
employees, sources told Kuwait Times, noting
that the amounts will be paid before Eid-Al-
Adha. The estimated value of the bonuses is
KD 8 million and 11,350 out of 15,000 employ-
ees are estimated to be entitled to receive it.
Meanwhile MPW decided the responsibilities
and authorities and standards of selecting the
supervising engineer, project engineer and
services contracts supervisors and their
deputies.

Arab Parliament supports Somalia

CARIO: The Arab Parliament supports al l
measures to ensure peace and security in
Somalia, said a top Arab lawmaker on Sunday.
The Arab Parliament Speaker Adel Al-Asoumi
congratulated in a press statement Somalia’s
Hamza Barre on winning the trust of parlia-
ment, becoming the Prime Minister of his
country. This endorsement came in recognition
of Barre’s talents and expertise, he affirmed. He
stressed that Somalia was in need of a govern-
ment capable of addressing any challenges
namely the food crisis and natural disasters
including draughts.

KUNA training center
launches mobile
journalism program
KUWAIT: Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Center for
the Development of Media Skills launched Sunday the
Mobile Journalism - Initial Level within its 2022-2023
training season. In a press statement, the Center said
that the program, which will last for four days and pre-
sented by the academic and media figure Abdullah
Kafawin from Jordan TV Channel, aims to refine and
develop the trainees’ practical skills in photography,
video editing, and montage using mobile applications
and smart devices. The program, taking place at the
KUNA headquarter focuses on the basics of the mobile
journalism, the various communication tools, multimedia
stories, and text writing. The Center called on those
wishing to register in the center’s programs to call
2221800 (ext. 1878 - 1802 - 1540).

On June 8, KUNA Center for the Development of
Media Skills concluded its first training program
‘reports, publications and documentary materials’, with
the participation of 14 trainees from KUNA and the
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation, on the basis of writing
news reports and publications, drafting news introduc-
tions and their types, choosing their topics, and setting
up indexes and brochures schemes. The center will also
hold, within its training season 2022-2023, three pro-
grams: mobile journalism - advanced level, analytical
reading of the Kuwait Stock Exchange - history - listing
- trading and grammar in editing press news. —KUNA

Kuwait takes effective
role in joint Arab
action: Education Official
RABAT: The Director General of the Arab League
Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization
(ALECSO) Dr Mohammad Ould Amar said on
Sunday that Kuwait has a distinguished position and
an effective role in the development of joint Arab
action in education, culture and science through its
achievements. In an interview on the sidelines of his
participation in the Seventh International
Conference of the UN Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), which was held
recently in Marrakesh, Morocco, he recalled the
movement of authorship, publishing and scientific
research carried out by Kuwait then sharing it with
Arab countries.

He mentioned major Kuwaiti pioneering institu-
tions in the fields of science, culture, media and the
press, which contributed to building a common col-
lective Arab awareness. He thanked and showed
gratitude to Kuwait, the leadership, government and
people for their continuous support to ALECSO,
noting the good cooperation from the Kuwaiti

National Committee for Education, Culture and
Science in implementing all the activities by ALEC-
SO. He recalled the role that Kuwait played during
the time of the former Director General of ALECSO
Dr Abdullah Muhareb who completed the organiza-
tion’s building, while Dr Saud Al-Harbi, former
director general of ALECSO, was able to get it out
of the tough circumstances.

Kuwait continues to participate in ALECSO’s
vital activities such as contributing to the regional
forum on “Protection of Cultural Heritage in the
Arab countries in Times of Crisis,” which was held
in Beirut last June three to four, in collaboration
with the International Alliance for the Protection of
Heritage in Conflict Areas, he underlined. Kuwait is
hosting the meetings of the Arab Expert Committee
on Cultural and Natural Heritage he said, pointing
out that one of the hopeful projects is the initiative
of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to organize an international
donors conference on education in Somalia. ALEC-
SO is one of the most prominent and oldest joint
Arab action organizations, working since its incep-
tion in the 70s to carry out its knowledge and mis-
sion defined in enabling intellectual unity between
the parts of the Arab world through education, cul-
ture and science.  —KUNA

RABAT: The Director General of the Arab League
Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization
(ALECSO) Dr Mohammad Ould Amar.  —KUNA

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Last week, some MPs proposed setting a
quota for people of each nationality residing in
Kuwait to lessen the number of expats from some
nationalities with huge numbers to improve the
demographics of the country. This proposal includ-
ed a plan for decreasing the numbers of large com-
munities within two or three years, starting with
reducing the number of marginal workers, especial-
ly those who do not work for their actual sponsors,
mentioning plumbers, electricians and other techni-
cians working individually.

Kuwait Times interviewed workers from different

professions working individually or in companies to
learn more about the impact of such a decision on
the marketplace. Waleed, a self-employed plumber
and decor repairman, believes the present number
of laborers is suitable for the Kuwait market. “There
is a huge number of self-employed plumbers in
Kuwait, and if they leave the country, this will cause
a crisis. The remaining plumbers will definitely hike
their prices. Customers will also have to wait for
longer periods due to the shortage in the market,”
he told Kuwait Times.

Painter Abu Yasser, who is also self-employed,
agrees that if a large number of painters leave the
country, it will place great pressure on the remain-

ing painters. “I work daily from morning till evening,
and although it’s summer, I still have a lot of work. If
all of us painters leave, then the customer will be the
first to be affected by this decision,” he noted.

Hossam, an employee at a company repairing air
conditioners, said their company won’t change the
prices for their services. “We respect the pricelist of
the company and are not planning any increase. If
self-employed AC technicians leave the country and
we receive more work, then our company will
recruit workers from abroad. During summer, which
is the high season for AC repair, we have a lot of
work, and if self-employed technicians leave the
country, the market will face a crisis,” he said. 

Mohammed, a self-employed repairer of washing

machines, refrigerators, freezers and ovens, noted
that during the past week, his work has been slow,
but usually he is busy. “I don’t think there is an
excess of technicians working in my field in Kuwait.
I’m sure if all self-employed technicians leave, com-
panies will raise the prices of their services due to
the increased demand,” he said.

Ahmad, an employee at a pest control company,
stressed the present number of workers in this field
in Kuwait matches the demand. “If a great shortage
occurs in the market, we will increase the prices of
our services due to the pressure on our staff. We
are currently doing the work demanded in the mar-
ket, so I believe if all skilled workers leave, a huge
shortage will occur,” he pointed out.

Workers say market stable but warn labor
shortage could cause crisis, price hikes

Self-employed laborers essential for various sectors in Kuwait

Labor exodus
adds pressure
on remaining

workers
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‘It’s not a personal choice to have an abortion, it involves two people’
WASHINGTON: Abortion rights defenders fanned out
across America Saturday for a second day of protest
against the Supreme Court’s thunderbolt ruling, as state
after conservative state moved swiftly to ban the proce-
dure. The deeply polarized country grappled with a new
level of division: between states that will now or soon
deny the right to abortion, enshrined since 1973, and
those that still allow it.

A few thousand people thronged the streets Saturday
outside the fenced-off Supreme Court in Washington, in
hot summer weather, carrying signs that read “War on
women, who’s next?” and “No uterus, No opinion.”
“What happened yesterday is indescribable and dis-
gusting,” said Mia Stagner, 19, a political science major
in college. “Being forced to be a mother is not something
any woman should have to do.” Demonstrations also
took place in Los Angeles, with dozens of smaller rallies
from coast to coast. At least eight right-leaning states
imposed immediate bans on abortion-with a similar
number to follow suit in coming weeks-after the
Supreme Court eliminated 50-year-old constitutional
protections for the procedure, drawing criticism from
some of America’s closest allies around the world.

Fueling the mobilization, many now fear that the
Supreme Court, with a clear conservative majority made
possible by Donald Trump, might next set its sights on
rights like same-sex marriage and contraception.

President Joe Biden-who has likewise voiced con-
cerns the court might not stop at abortion-spoke out
again Saturday against the “shocking decision.” “I know

how painful and devastating the decision is for so many
Americans,” said the president, who has urged Congress
to restore abortion protections as federal law, and
vowed the issue would be on the ballot in November’s
midterm elections. Women in states that severely restrict
abortion or outlaw it altogether will either have to con-
tinue with their pregnancy, undergo a clandestine abor-
tion, obtain abortion pills, or travel to another state
where it remains legal.

But “most women don’t have the time of day or the
financial resources to travel across state lines to get an
abortion,” Mikayla Marcum, a 23-year-old originally
from Texas, told AFP at the Supreme Court on Saturday.
“We are going to see some nightmare scenarios, sadly,”

Biden’s spokeswoman Karine Jean Pierre told reporters
on Air Force One, as the president headed to Europe for
Group of Seven and NATO summits. “That is not hypo-
thetical,” she said. 

Republican-led states enact bans 
Friday’s demonstrations mostly passed off without

incident-although police fired tear gas on protesters in
Phoenix, Arizona and a pickup truck drove through a
group of protesters in the Iowa city of Cedar Rapids,
running over a woman’s foot. In Washington on Saturday
the scene was once again mostly peaceful-barring the
odd shouting match between abortion rights advocates
and opponents. Carolyn Keller, 57, who traveled all the
way from New Jersey, said she was enraged by the rul-
ing, warning: “They came after women. They will come
after other community and contraception.”

But counter-protesters like Savannah Craven stood
firm. “It’s not a personal choice to have an abortion, it
involves two people and unfortunately that choice ends
in the ending of someone’s life,” she told AFP. As protest-
ers like Craven made clear, while Friday’s ruling repre-
sents a victory in the religious right’s struggle against
abortion, the movement’s ultimate goal is a nationwide
ban. That goal is now within sight in about two dozen
states which are now expected to severely restrict or
outright ban and criminalize abortions.

Missouri was first to ban the procedure on Friday,
making no exception for rape or incest, joined as of
Saturday morning by at least seven other states-
Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
South Dakota and Utah. In Wisconsin, where an 1849
law banning abortion except when saving the life of the
mother may go into effect, Governor Tony Evers, a
Democrat, vowed to offer clemency to any doctors who
face prosecution, according to local media.

In its ruling, the Supreme Court tossed out the argu-
ment in Roe v. Wade that women had the right to abor-
tion based on the constitutional right to privacy with
regard to their own bodies.

Several Democratic-ruled states, anticipating an
influx of patients, have already taken steps to facilitate
abortion, and three of them-California, Oregon and
Washington-issued a joint pledge to defend access in
the wake of the court’s decision. Abortion providers said
they had seen a surge in donations since the ruling, as
they braced for the long hard road ahead. “In the 24
hours following the court’s devastating decision, Planned
Parenthood ...saw a 40-fold total increase in donations
compared to a typical day-more than half of whom are
new donors,” Kelley Robinson, vice president of advoca-
cy at the largest abortion provider in the United States,
said in a statement to AFP. “This is just the beginning,
and we won’t back down,” she said. — AFP

Painful and 
devastating 

decision

AUSTIN: An abortion rights demonstrator holding a pan chants slogans as they march near the State Capitol in Austin, Texas. Abortion rights defenders fanned out across America on June 25 for a second day of protest against the Supreme Court’s
thunderbolt ruling. — AFP

New US abortion reality takes shape

Norway pays 
tribute to victims 
of Oslo shooting
OSLO, Norway: Norway paid tribute on Sunday to
the victims of a deadly shooting near the capital that
shocked the normally peaceful country and led to the
cancellation of a Pride march. The altar of Oslo cathe-
dral was draped in a rainbow cloth for a service to
remember the victims of the attack, attended by
Crown Princess Mette-Marit. Investigators are prob-
ing  the motives of the suspected gunman, who
opened fire in the early hours of Saturday, killing two
and wounding 21. “Oslo is in mourning. The whole
country has been shaken by this attack,” the
Norwegian Protestant Church said. It come 11 years

after right-wing extremist Anders Behring Breivik
killed 77 people in a shooting spree that shook the
nation to its core.

“Bullets cannot kill love,” said the head of the Church,
Olav Fykse Tveit. Noting that the Church had for years
opposed equal rights for same-sex couples, he said: “We
see that we can learn, sometimes in spite of ourselves,
that diversity is a present, a richness, and that many have
a capacity for love that we are incapable of.”

“The shooting ... put an end to the Pride march,” said
a somber Prime Minister Jonas Gahr Store. “But it has
not put an end to the fight to end discrimination, preju-
dice and hate.”. The shooting occurred at around 1:00
am on Saturday (2300 GMT on Friday) near the London
Pub club in Oslo’s packed nightlife district, where Pride
parties were in full swing.  Two men in their 50s and 60s
died. Twenty-one other people were wounded. Police
quickly arrested the suspect,  whom they described as a
42-year-old Norwegian man of Iranian descent known
to the nation’s security services. Norwegian media
named him as Zaniar Matapour. —AFP

20 people die 
in S African pub
EAST LONDON: At least 20 young people have died
at a township pub in South Africa’s southern city of East
London, but the cause of the deaths is still unclear.
Senior officials from the provincial government rushed to
the scene, where at least six mortuary vehicles were
lined up in the residential street waiting to collect the
bodies, according to an AFP correspondent.

Drinking is permitted in South African township pubs,
commonly known as taverns or shebeens which are
sometimes located in family homes, where safety regula-
tions are rarely enforced. “The number has increased to
20, three have died in hospital. But there are still two
who are very critical,” the head of the provincial govern-
ment safety department Weziwe Tikana-Gxothiwe said
on local TV. A visibly shocked head of the Eastern Cape
Province Oscar Mabuyane spoke from outside the
scene, a building surrounded by houses in an area called
Scenery Park. “It’s absolutely unbelievable, we can’t
understand it, losing 20 young lives just like that,” he told
reporters, condemning “this unfortunate consumption,
unlimited consumption of liquor”.

“You can’t just trade in the middle of society like this
and think that young people are not going to experi-
ment,” he said. Empty bottles of alcohol, wigs and even a
pastel purple “Happy Birthday” sash lay strewn on the
dusty street outside the double-storey Enyobeni Tavern,
according to Unathi Binqose, a safety government offi-
cial who arrived at the scene at dawn.

‘No obvious signs of injury’ 
Provincial police spokesman brigadier Thembinkosi

Kinana told AFP that police were investigating the cir-
cumstances surrounding the incident. He said the victims
at Enyobeni Tavern were aged between 18 and 20 years,
but provincial community and safety department official
Binqose said some could be as young as 15.

Ruling out a stampede as the cause of death,
Binqose told AFP “there are no visible open wounds to
those dead”. “Forensic (investigators) will take samples
and test to see if there was any poisoning of any sort,”
he said. “One thing for sure, the place had a lot more
people than it normally takes,” he added. A local news-
paper website, DispatchLive, reported that “bodies are
lying strewn across tables, chairs and on the floor; with
no obvious signs of injury”. —AFP

Do signs point to 
an Zionist-Saudi 
normalisation deal?
RIYADH: The United States has hinted that more
Arab nations could take steps to improve ties with
Zionist entity, ahead of President Joe Biden’s trip to the
Middle East. All eyes are on Saudi Arabia, which Biden
will visit in mid-July after he once vowed to treat the
kingdom as a “pariah” state over the 2018 murder and
dismemberment of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi.

However, despite the recent signs of a US-Saudi
rapprochement, analysts say it is improbable Riyadh
will agree to diplomatic ties with Zionist entity —
not during Biden’s visit or while King Salman, 86,
still reigns. The king’s official policy is that there
should be no peace with Zionist entity until it with-
draws from occupied terr i tories and accepts
Palestinian statehood.

Biden’s visit will likely focus on convincing the
world’s biggest crude exporter to boost its oil out-
put. Here are some questions and answers about the
possibility of a normalisation deal between Saudi
Arabia and Zionist Entity:

What are the signs? 
Saudi’s de facto ruler Crown Prince Mohammed bin

Salman has said Zionist entity was a “potential ally,
with many interests that we can pursue together”,
state media reported in March, attributing the state-
ment to an interview with The Atlantic.

Additionally, the kingdom never showed any oppo-
sition when its regional ally, the United Arab Emirates,
established diplomatic ties with Zionist entity in 2020,
followed by Bahrain and Morocco under the US-bro-
kered Abraham Accords. In January 2021, Sudan’s tran-
sitional government also agreed to do so but the north-
east African country has yet to finalise the deal. Saudi
Arabia also at the time allowed direct flights from the
Emirates to Zionist entity to travel through its airspace,
in another implicit sign of approval. Biden, who will also
visit Zionist entity, is to travel directly from the Jewish
state to Saudi Arabia, becoming the first US president
to fly from there to an Arab nation that does not recog-
nise Zionist entity. In 2017 his predecessor, Donald
Trump, made the journey in reverse.

In recent months, Saudis have taken to social media
— which is tightly controlled in the kingdom — to
express their support for normalisation, which would
be a shift from the kingdom’s long-standing pan-Arab
policy to isolate Zionist entity until the conflict with
the Palestinians is resolved.

Esawi Frej, Zionist’s minister of regional coopera-
tion, told Saudi newspaper Arab News earlier in June

that Riyadh would be “central” to any solution to the
Zionist-Palestinian conflict.  The Axios news website
reported, also this month, that the United States was
working on a “road map” for normalisation between
Zionist entity and Saudi Arabia, while The Wall Street
Journal said the region’s two most influential nations
were engaging in secret economic and security talks.

In both countries’ interests? 
Yasmine Farouk of the Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace said a relationship with Zionist
Entity will contribute to greater acceptance of Saudi
Arabia. “It will open doors for the crown prince, with
Western people and parliaments accepting the king-
dom, and granting Saudi Arabia a greater role,” she said.

“It will make a change, whether just in regards to
the image of Saudi Arabia... especially since (Prince
Mohammed) sees it as a global power, not just an Arab
and Islamic one.” She said that Zionist entity would
want normalisation “because not only will it open the
door to Saudi Arabia, but to other (Arab and Muslim)
countries that may already engage in secret discus-
sions with Zionist entity but don’t dare normalise yet.”

The two countries share a common enemy in Iran,
said a Riyadh-based diplomat who spoke on condition
of anonymity. “They are looking at it in the sense of
‘the enemy of my enemy is my friend’,” he said. Two
Saudi officials contacted by AFP refused to comment
due to the “sensitivity” of the issue. — AFP

OSLO, Norway: Norwegian Minister of Justice Emilie
Enger Mehl arrives to attend a mourning service in
Oslo Cathedral in Oslo on June 26. — AFP
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MADRID: The Spanish prime minister on Saturday 
described a deadly migrant rush on the enclave of 
Melilla from Morocco as an attack on Spain’s “terri-
torial integrity”, as human rights activists demanded 
an investigation. At least 23 African migrants died in 
the latest drama on the doors of the European 
Union, when around 2,000 mostly sub-Saharan 
African migrants approached the Moroccan border 
with the tiny territory at dawn on Friday. More than 
500 people managed to enter a border control area 
after cutting a fence with shears, Melilla authorities 
said in a statement. 

Moroccan officials on Friday said 18 migrants had 
died during the rush or succumbed to their injuries, 
some of which came from falling from the top of the 
barrier. On Saturday, they revised the toll upwards 
to 23 after five of those 
injured died. More than 20 
migrants and two security 
force personnel remain in 
hospital Saturday in the 
cities of Nador and nearby 
Oujda, they said. Spanish 
Prime Minister Pedro 
Sanchez said the incident 
was a “violent and organ-
ised attack by mafias who 
traffic in human beings, 
against a Spanish territo-
ry”. But Morocco’s AMDH human rights group said 
it was “a true catastrophe that shows the conse-
quences of the latest Moroccan-Spanish entente”, 
just weeks after the two sides resolved a year-long 
diplomatic rift. 

‘Investigate this tragedy’  
The death toll is by far the worst recorded in 

years of attempts by migrants to cross into Melilla, 
one of Spain’s North African enclaves which have 
the EU’s only land borders on the continent. Images 
on Spanish media on Friday showed exhausted 
migrants lying on the pavement in Melilla, some with 
bloodied hands and torn clothes. By Saturday, calm 
had returned to the border area, with Moroccan 
security forces lightly deployed and no migrants to 
be seen. The International  Organizat ion for 
Migration and the UN refugee agency expressed 
“grave concern at the lives lost and the number of 
injured”. The agencies reminded member states of 
the “need in all circumstances to prioritise the safety 
of migrants and refugees, to avoid excessive use of 

force and to respect their 
fundamental rights.” 

In Morocco, the AMDH 
demanded a “comprehen-
sive, quick and serious 
enquiry”, while the 
Democratic Labour 
Organisation (ODT) trade 
union urged the government 
“to investigate this tragedy 
and do what is needed” both 
for migrants and police. In 
Spain, Sanchez’s left-wing 

coalition partner Podemos also called for a probe. 
 

Residents fear attacks  
Residents of the Barrio Chino neighbourhood on 

the Moroccan side of the barrier said they were in 

shock. “This is the most violent attempt to cross into 
Melilla that I’ve ever seen,” said Rachid Nejjari, a 
waiter in a cafe near the heavily fortified border 
fence. “I saw migrants armed with sticks and iron 
bars... I was afraid of being attacked.” 

Friday’s was the first mass incursion since Spain 
mended a year-long rift by backing Morocco’s 
autonomy plan for the disputed Western Sahara 
region, scrapping its decades-long stance of neu-
trality. Sanchez then visited Rabat, and the two gov-
ernments hailed a “new stage” in relations. 

The row had begun when Madrid allowed Brahim 
Ghali, leader of Western Sahara’s pro-independence 
Polisario Front, to be treated for Covid-19 in a Spanish 
hospital in April 2021. A month later, some 10,000 
migrants surged across the Moroccan border into the 
Ceuta enclave as border guards looked the other way, 
in what was widely seen as a punitive gesture by Rabat. 
Rabat wants Western Sahara to have autonomous sta-
tus under Moroccan sovereignty but the Polisario 
insists on a UN-supervised referendum on self-deter-
mination as agreed in a 1991 ceasefire deal. 

 
Migration ‘security threat’  

In the days just before Morocco and Spain 
patched up their ties, there were several attempted 
mass crossings of migrants into Melilla, including 
one involving 2,500 people, the largest such attempt 
on record. Nearly 500 made it across. 

The mending of ties has meant a drop in migrant 
arrivals in Spain, notably in the Canary Islands. The 
number of  migrants  who reached the Canary 
Islands in Apri l  was 70 percent lower than in 
February, government figures show. Sanchez said 

earlier this month that “Spain will not tolerate any 
use of the tragedy of illegal immigration as a means 
of pressure.” Spain will seek to have “irregular 
migration” listed as one of the security threats on 
NATO’s southern flank when the alliance gathers 
for a summit in Madrid on June 29-30. Over the 
years, thousands of migrants have attempted to 
gain entry to the Spanish enclaves by climbing the 
barriers, swimming along the coast or hiding in 
vehicles. The two territories are protected by 
fences fortified with barbed wire, video cameras 
and watchtowers.  —AFP

Over 20 migrants, two security force personnel remain in hospital

Spain says deadly migrant rush  
‘attack’ on its territory 

WASHINGTON: A chilling portrait of a US 
president who knew he’d lost an election but 
tried to steal it anyway has emerged in testi-
mony on the Capitol assault, posing a per-
ilous question: Should prosecutors indict 
Donald Trump? 

In their comments to the congressional 
committee investigating the deadly violence, 
White House and Trump campaign staff, 
lawyers and even family members have 
drawn the contours of a possible prosecu-
tion, outlining potential presidential miscon-
duct culminating in the riot at the Capitol on 
January 6, 2021. 

The picture they have painted is that it 
was part of a broader “coup” attempt led by 
the defeated president and his lawyer John 
Eastman. “The odds are in favor of the 
Justice Department indicting Mr. Trump,” 
Kevin O’Brien, a former assistant US attor-
ney in New York who now specializes in 
white-collar criminal defense, told AFP. 

“The legal case is sound and would be 
compelling to a jury, assuming prosecutors 
can establish a link between the plans of 
Trump and John Eastman to thwart the 
counting of electoral votes on the one hand, 

and the insurrection at the Capitol building 
on the other.” 

The committee’s official line has always 
been that it will leave charging decisions to 
the proper authorities. But it has heavily 
hinted it will accuse Trump of at least two 
felonies-obstructing Congress’s counting of 
electoral votes, and joining a criminal con-
spiracy to defraud the United States. And the 
established facts don’t look good for the 76-
year-old former reality TV star. 

 
‘Clear and present danger’  

Trump spent weeks ahead of the violence 
in Washington duping his followers into 
thinking the election had been stolen. He 
encouraged his supporters to descend on the 
city on January 6, riled up the huge crowd at 
his “Stop the Steal” rally and instructed them 
to march on the Capitol as lawmakers were 
ratifying the election. 

The committee has presented a trove of 
text messages suggesting Trump did nothing 
to stop the violence for hours as increasingly 
frantic allies tried to get him to call off the 
mob. And the House committee’s hearings 
have positioned the violence within a larger 

conspiracy to cling to power by intimidating 
and harassing poll workers, election officials 
and the federal justice department. 

Trump’s defenders argue that he genuine-
ly believed the election was stolen and was 
engaged in a good faith attempt to protect 
voters. But the live testimony and videotaped 
depositions at the hearings suggest he knew 
he’d been fairly defeated, given the sheer 
number of times he was told so by his closest 
aides. One of the most credible and impactful 
witnesses was retired judge J. Michael 
Luttig, a star in conservative judicial and 
political circles who testified that Trump pre-
sented a “clear and present danger” to US 
democracy. While there is a degree of con-
sensus outside of Trump’s support base that 
he could reasonably be charged, a more 
fraught question for Attorney General 
Merrick Garland is whether he should be. 

 
‘Above the law’  

For a start, the burden of proof for con-
viction in a criminal prosecution is consider-
ably higher than the bar for condemning 
someone in a congressional hearing. “A 
botched prosecution would make Trump 
stronger and even help re-elect him,” 
Washington-based Financial Times columnist 
Edward Luce wrote this week. 

“When you strike at a king-even a former 

one-you must kill him.” Garland could expect 
strong public support if he decided to go 
after Trump, with a new ABC News and Ipsos 
poll finding almost 60 percent of Americans 
think the ex-president should face charges. 

But Neama Rahmani, a former federal 
prosecutor in San Diego, said he didn’t think 

the attorney general had “the stomach” for 
the fight. “Indicting a former president would 
be unprecedented, and it takes an aggressive 
prosecutor that is willing to take on a diffi-
cult and politically charged prosecution,” 
Rahmani told AFP. “I don’t think Merrick 
Garland is that prosecutor.” —AFP 

AMDH 
demands a  

quick serious  
enquiry

MELILLA, Spain: A Sudanese migrant walks in a tem-
porary centre for migrants and asylum seekers in 
Melilla, a day after at least 23 African migrants died in 
a bid by around 2,000 people, mostly sub-Saharan 
African, to force their way into the northern Morocco 
Spanish enclave. —AFP

To charge or not to charge:  
Trump dilemma roiling America 

WASHINGTON, United States: A tweet from then president Donald Trump is shown on 
a screen during the fifth hearing by the House Select Committee to Investigate the 
January 6th Attack on the US Capitol in the Cannon House Office Building in 
Washington.  —AFP
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But increasingly, it’s unbearable even in the 

shade. In Muscat, workers paving a road with 
asphalt covered their heads with colorful scarves 
and hats, while others found shade under date 
palms in the middle of a two-way street. Passersby 
held umbrellas to protect themselves from the 
scorching sun. “In order to complete the eight-hour 
shift as early as possible, sometimes I start working 
from six in the morning, stop during the rest period, 
and then do two more hours,” said Muhammad 
Mukarram, a Bangladeshi construction worker. 

The region-wide problem has long drawn con-
cern. Human rights groups have urged Qatar, host of 
this year’s World Cup, to investigate workers’ 
deaths connected to “heat distress”. There are no 
reliable figures on the deaths of migrant workers in 
Gulf countries, which do not release statistics and 
have regularly contested estimates released by 
NGOs and the media. A recent study by the Vital 
Signs Partnership, a group of human rights organi-
zations mainly from Asian countries, said that “as 
many as 10,000 migrant workers from south and 
southeast Asia die in the Gulf every year”. 

The March 2022 report said that more than half 

of the cases were recorded as “natural causes” or 
“cardiac arrest”. In 2020, a study published in the 
journal Science Advances found that the Gulf has 
the hottest and most humid weather anywhere on 
Earth. Scientists have calculated that even with 
shade and unlimited drinking water, a healthy adult 
will die if “wet-bulb” temperatures - which take into 
account factors such as humidity, wind speed and 
cloud cover - exceed 35 Celsius for six hours. 

The study showed that there have only ever been 
14 occasions on land when the measure exceeded 
35C, all in the past two decades and eight of them in 
the Gulf. Another study in the journal Nature Climate 
Change found that “within this century, parts of the... 
Gulf region could be hit with unprecedented events 
of deadly heat as a result of climate change”. 

“If we do not change course, these temperatures 
will keep rising over the years, reaching a level 
where outdoor human activities in the Gulf, such as 
the hajj pilgrimage, would be nearly impossible in 
summer,” Julien Jreissati, program director at 
Greenpeace MENA, told AFP. Saudi Arabia is 
preparing to welcome one million pilgrims next 
month to perform the annual Muslim rituals. “The 
only solution is to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels 
which are the main driver of climate change and 
transition gradually but quickly towards renewable 
energy,” said Jreissati. Saudi Arabia, the UAE and 
Bahrain have pledged to reach net zero domestic 
carbon emissions in the coming decades, while 
expanding oil production. — AFP 

Summer means 
suffering for...
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 sector is still unable to absorb the more than 

three million residents living in Kuwait, which com-
pels the health ministry to receive and treat expats. 
Moreover, despite the  professionalism of Kuwait’s 
private healthcare sector, the difference in capabili-

ties between it and the government’s health ministry 
is starkly clear. 

The sources added the coming period will see 
international hospitals operating in Kuwait’s private 
sector as part of the government’s plan to attract 
foreign investors in the medical sector. This may 
lead the private sector to be able to accept large 
numbers of expat patients. They said the ministry is 
not considering increasing health fees for residents, 
but this is linked to future developments, explaining 
health fees in some sectors may witness a review of 
their current prices in the next period. 

MoH aims to 
restrict clinics...
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The statements of resolve came as Russia 

resumed strikes on central  Kyiv in the f irst 
onslaught on the Ukrainian capital in three weeks 
- an attack Biden condemned as “more of their 
barbarism”. 

Looking to the summit, Ukrainian Foreign 
Minister Dmytro Kuleba urged the G7 to approve 
more sanctions on Moscow and more heavy 
weapons for Ukraine to defeat “Russia’s sick 
imperialism”. Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelensky will make the same plea when he joins 
the meeting via video-link on Monday. 

From soaring inflation to a looming food crisis 
and energy shortages, Russia’s  invasion of 
Ukraine, now in its fifth month, has mired the 
world in a series of crises. The G7 leaders are 
also confronting the looming threat of recession 
as well as pressures over climate change. Seeking 
to turn up the heat on Moscow, the G7 
announced it would outlaw imports of Russian 
gold. The United States said gold was the second 
largest export for Russia and a significant source 
of revenue for Putin and his allies. 

While Western al l ies have hammered the 
Russian economy with unprecedented sanctions, 
Putin’s army has been digging in for a drawn-out 
war. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson and 
French President Emmanuel Macron said they 
now saw an “opportunity to turn the tide” in 
Ukraine. 

Johnson warned that “any attempt to settle the 
conflict now will only cause enduring instability” 

and risked giving “Putin license to manipulate 
both sovereign countries and international mar-
kets in perpetuity”, a Downing Street spokesman 
said. Seeking fresh measures to put the squeeze 
on Putin, Macron urged producers to cap oil 
prices to limit Russia profits from soaring energy 
revenues. 

Paris backs a US proposal for a maximum oil 
price, Macron’s office said, but added that “it 
would be much more powerful if it came from the 
producing countries”. John Kirby, National 
Security Council spokesman at the White House, 
said the G7 would be seeking to increase the 
costs and consequences of the war on Putin and 
the Russian economy. 

At the same time, they will aim to minimize “as 
much as possible the effect of these rising oil 
prices and the way (Putin) has weaponized ener-
gy”. The impact on the economy formed the focus 
of the G7’s opening session, with Scholz citing 
“sinking growth rates, rising inflation, raw materi-
al shortages and supply chain disruptions” as 
threats to a post-pandemic recovery. 

Scarred by a reliance on Russian energy that 
has hampered several European nations including 
Germany and Italy from going all out to punish 
Russia, the G7 was also warily looking at China - 
which it views as a systemic rival. “The impact 
that China’s coercive economic practices, use of 
forced labor, intellectual theft - all those are front 
and center for the G7, and I think you’re going to 
see China very much at the forefront as the G7 
goes on,” said Kirby. 

As the gulf separating Western allies from 
Russia and China widens, the G7 will also be 
looking to rally other major players to its side. To 
this  end, Scholz has invited the leaders of 
Argentina, India, Indonesia, Senegal and South 
Africa to the Alpine summit. — AFP 

Allies ‘won’t 
splinter’, Biden...

Continued from Page 1 
 
threatening to cut her throat” on the victim’s 

phone. The next hearing is set for Tuesday, the 
defendant’s lawyer, Ahmed Hamad, told AFP. 

In a rare occurrence among cases involving vio-
lence against women, authorities allowed television 
cameras to film the hearing on Sunday. On social 
media, many Jordanian and Egyptian users called for 
the perpetrator to be sentenced to death, while oth-
ers said men must “learn to take no for an answer”. 

Egyptian preacher Mabrouk Attia sparked out-
rage last week after suggesting that the victim would 
not have met the same fate had she been veiled. 
Nearly eight million Egyptian women were victims 

of violence committed by their partners or relatives, 
or by strangers in public spaces, according to a 
United Nations survey conducted in 2015. — AFP 

Egypt tries man 
over murder of...

MANSOURA, Egypt: Alleged murderer Egyptian 
Mohamed Adel is surrounded by guards as he is tak-
en out after his first trial session at the Mansoura 
courthouse on June 26, 2022. — AFP  



One killed in 
Philippine 
ferry fire
MANILA: At least one person was killed after a
fire engulfed a Philippine ferry on Sunday,
authorities said, forcing scores of people on
board to jump into the sea. Rescuers plucked
163 passengers and crew from the waters off the
central island of Bohol, the Philippine Coast
Guard said, as they searched for one missing
passenger.

The “Mama Mary Chloe” vessel, which had a
236-person capacity, was carrying 157 passen-
gers, including 15 children, along with eight crew
from Ubay in Bohol to Bato on the nearby island
of Leyte.

The body of a passenger has been recovered
and a coast guard ship has been deployed to
help with the search, authorities added. “The
rescue of the crew and passengers was swift
because of the help from motorbancas (boats)
sailing in the waters when the incident hap-
pened,” the coast guard said.

Almost 100 people were brought to land at a
port in Leyte, where emergency personnel
checked on the rescued passengers, coast guard
videos showed. The Philippines, an archipelago
of more than 7,000 islands, is plagued by poor
sea transport, with its badly regulated boats
prone to overcrowding and accidents.

In May, seven people were killed when a fire
ripped through a ferry carrying 134 passengers
and crew off the main island of Luzon.  —AFP

AKHTAR JAN, Afghanistan: Village life has always
been tough for Afghans in the rugged mountains of
the east, but compared to what they are enduring
today it was paradise. A 5.9-magnitude earthquake
rumbled through the area last Wednesday, killing
more than 1,000 people, injuring three times that
many, and leaving tens of thousands homeless.

“If life before was not really good-because for
years there was war-the earthquake has made it
even harder for us,” says Malin Jan, who lost two
daughters in the quake. All 14 houses in his vil-
lage of Akhtar Jan were flattened, and survivors-
including some from
out lying hamlets-are
now l iv ing in  tents
among the ruins.

Two small makeshift
camps have been set up in
dusty gardens, with stunt-
ed grass grazed by three
cows, a donkey, two goats
and a flock of chickens. In
tents pitched in a circle,
about 35 families-more
than 300 people including
many children-are trying to survive.

Living in such close proximity to non-relatives is
anathema to Afghans-particularly in the conserva-
tive countryside where women rarely interact with
strangers. Sanitary conditions are likely to deterio-
rate rapidly-there are no toilets, and people have to
draw water from a well to wash.

“Before the earthquake, life was nice and beauti-
ful,” says villager Abdu Rahman Abid. “We had our
houses and God was good.” He gives a gruesome

count of those he lost in the rubble-his parents, his
wife, three daughters, a son and a nephew. “The
earthquake killed eight members of my family and
my house is destroyed,” he says, looking weary.

“There is a big difference now. Before we had
our own houses and everything we needed. Now we
have nothing and our families are living in tents.”
Neighbour Malin Jan is already looking ahead, fear-
ful of what the future holds.

The harsh winter, which lasts almost five months
in this remote mid-mountain region, will arrive in
September. “If our children stay in this situation

their lives will be in danger
because of the rain and
snow,” he says. Massoud
Sakib, 37, who lost his wife
and three daughters, also
fears for the months
ahead.

“Even living in a house
is difficult during winter,
so if our houses are not
rebuilt by then our lives
will be in danger,” he says.
On Saturday, the UN’s top

official in the country, Ramiz Alakbarov, arrived
from Kabul by helicopter to visit the region-
including the village of Akhtar Jan-with represen-
tatives of each UN agency. Alakbarov was moved
to tears as he met a young girl and was offered tea
by a survivor, praising the “resilience and courage”
of the people.

But their tenacity only stretches so far.
Interviewed by AFP, the Afghan minister of health,
Qalandar Edad, warned of the “mental and psycho-

logical” suffering of victims. Malin Jan said the vil-
lagers were doing their best to help each other
through the crisis.

“When a family is hit by a tragedy, the oth-
ers naturally come to surround and support

them,”  he said . “Everything is affected... we
console each other.” But they cannot do it alone,
adds villager Abdul Rahman Abib. “We ask the
world to help us as long as we need it. It must
share our pain.”  —AFP

‘Before the earthquake, life was nice and beautiful’

Village life left in ruins after deadly Afghan 
quake leaves tens of thousands homeless

GAYAN: In this photograph taken on June 25, 2022, men cook outside temporary tents for the earthquake
affected people in Gayan district of Paktika province. —AFP

Indonesia president 
to meet Zelensky, Putin 
to urge peace talks
JAKARTA: Indonesian President and G20 chairman
Joko Widodo set off on Sunday to Europe where
he said he plans to visit Russia and Ukraine and
meet with the countries’ leaders to urge peace
talks. Widodo departed for Germany to attend as a
guest for the G7 summit from June 26 to 27, and he
will then go to the Ukraine capital Kyiv to meet
President Volodymyr Zelensky.

“The mission is to ask... President Zelensky to
open a dialogue forum for peace, to build peace
because the war has to be stopped,” he told a
press conference in Jakarta. The two leaders will
also discuss the food supply chain “that needs to
be reactivated” soon, Widodo said. From Kyiv,

Widodo is scheduled to visit Moscow and meet
with Russia’s Vladimir Putin.

The visit to Moscow is planned for June 30,
Indonesian authorities said earlier. “With the same
mission, I will ask President Putin to open a dia-
logue and to immediately have a ceasefire and to
stop the war,” he said. Earlier in April Widodo
announced he had called Zelensky and invited him
to join world leaders at G20 Summit in Bali in
November 2022 as a guest.

Indonesia holds the rotating presidency of the
G20 this year and has been pressured by Western
countries, led by the United States, to exclude
Russia from the meeting. Widodo, however, did
not rescind the invitation to Russia and said that
Putin has expressed his intention to attend the
November summit.

Indonesia, l ike most major emerging
economies, has tried to maintain a neutral posi-
tion and has called for a peaceful resolution to
the months-long conflict. Widodo refused to send

weapons to Ukraine in response to a request from
Zelensky, instead offering humanitarian aid. After
concluding the European visit, Widodo will head
to the United Arab Emirates before returning to
Indonesia.  —AFP

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky

A fire engulfed the ferry killed at least one person
on Sunday.

Myanmar: Seized drugs 
worth half a billion 
dollars torched
YANGON: Myanmar authorit ies said they
torched more than half a billion dollars worth of
narcotics on Sunday as part of eradication efforts
for World Drug Day, as the UN warns that pro-
duction of methamphetamine in the region is hit-
ting record levels.

Almost two tonnes of heroin and more than 630
million “yaba” meth pills went up in smoke at cere-
monies in Myanmar’s commercial hub of Yangon,
the central city of Mandalay and Shan state in the
north, authorities said. But some analysts cautioned
that the $642 million bonfires are part of a long-
running game of smoke and mirrors played by a
junta government not serious about tackling the
problem.

The televised burnings represent a “decade-long
delusion” about Myanmar’s multibillion-dollar drug
industry, independent analyst David Mathieson told
AFP. “The military pretends to get serious about
drug eradication and the West pretends to believe
them,” he said.

There was “active military complicity in protect-
ing large-scale drug production to ensure stability
in conflict zones”, Mathieson added. This includes
Shan state-Southeast Asia’s primary source of meth
according to the United Nations.

The state is home to militias and has seen rela-
tively little violence in opposition to the military
since Myanmar’s generals seized power in a coup
last year. At the ceremony in Yangon, bundles of
meth wrapped in innocuous-looking Chinese tea
packaging sat alongside bricks of cannabis as well

as bags of ketamine and MDMA.
A series of small explosions sent the contraband

up in flames before thick plumes of black smoke bil-
lowed into the sky. Firefighters moved in for safety
and police officers took selfies against the backdrop
of the blaze while Burmese pop music blared
through speakers.

Last month the UN said law enforcement across
Southeast and East Asia netted nearly 172 tonnes

of meth in 2021 — about seven times more than a
decade ago. The surge in supply has sent street
prices in Thailand and Malaysia crashing to all-
time lows.

From Shan state the drugs are increasingly
shipped to Laos, then Thailand before reaching
Malaysia, where they are trafficked onwards to
countries throughout the Asia-Pacific, the UN
report said.  —AFP

‘There 
is a big 

difference 
now’

Five things to know 
about International 
Criminal Court
PARIS, France: The International Criminal Court,
which celebrates its 20th anniversary on July 1, is the
world’s only permanent tribunal to investigate and try
alleged cases of genocide, war crimes, crimes against
humanity and aggression where member states are
unable or unwillling to do so. Here are five things to
know about the court based in the Dutch city of The
Hague, which is investigating alleged war crimes in
Ukraine.

US, Russia, Zionist entity opted out 
A total of 123 countries have ratified the court’s

founding Rome Statute, meaning they recognise its
jurisdiction, but there are some conspicuous absences,
notably the United States, Russia and Zionist entity.

Both the United States and Russia have signed the
Rome treaty but never ratified it. Moscow in 2016 with-
drew its signature over an ICC report calling its annexa-
tion of the Crimean peninsula an occupation.

Zionist entity opposed the court from the outset, fear-
ing that its leaders and/or military could be targeted in
politically motivated cases. Other notable non-members
include China, India and Myanmar.

The ICC can pursue nationals of non-member states
for crimes committed on the soil of a member country or,
as in the case of Ukraine, a non-member that recognises
its jurisdiction. The UN Security Council can also call on
the court to investigate potentially serious international
crimes, as for instance in Libya and Sudan.

Five convictions in two decades 
Between 2012 and 2021, the ICC successfully convicted

five men of war crimes and crimes against humanity, all
Africans. Three of the five were former militia leaders from
the war-torn Democratic Republic of Congo, with Bosco
Ntaganda, a rebel leader nicknamed “Terminator” receiv-
ing the longest jail sentence the court has issued of 30
years for mass murder, rape and abduction. The court also
sent Dominic Ongwen, a commander of Uganda’s notori-

ous Lord’s Resistance Army militia to jail as well as Malian
jihadist Ahmad al Faqi al Mahdi, who was convicted of
destroying a mosque and mausoleums in the ancient
Malian city of Timbuktu. Former Ivory Coast president
Laurent Gbagbo was the first former head of state to be
tried by the ICC in 2016 but he was acquitted of crimes
against humanity. Some convictions were overturned on
appeal, notably that of former Congolese vice-president
Jean-Pierre Bemba, who was convicted of crimes commit-
ted by rebels under his command in Central African
Republic but later cleared of responsibility.

Failures and fugitives 
The court suffered a major setback in 2014 when its

highest profile case-over Kenyan President Uhuru
Kenyatta’s involvement in the inter-ethnic violence that
broke out after disputed 2007 elections —  collapsed.

Kenyatta reluctantly appeared before the court, the
first sitting head of state to do so, but the prosecutor was
forced to drop the case amid allegations of witness intimi-
dation and bribery. Former Sudanese president Omar al-
Bashir is also still being wanted by the ICC for genocide,
crimes against humanity and war crimes in the western
Sudanese province of Darfur. But three years after he was

deposed Sudan has yet to hand him over. The son of for-
mer Libyan leader Moamer Gaddafi, Seif al-Islam Gaddafi,
has been wanted by the court on war crimes charges for
over a decade.

Dispute with Trump 
The ICC infuriated US president Donald Trump’s

administration in March 2020 by authorising an investiga-
tion into alleged war crimes by US forces serving in
Afghanistan. Washington imposed sanctions on the ICC’s
prosecutor in protest but his successor Joe Biden later lift-
ed them. The investigation, which also included violence by
the Taleban and Islamic State (IS) group, was later sus-
pended at the Afghan government’s request but
relaunched after the Taleban takeover. Since it resumed
however, it has focused on violence by the Taleban and IS
to the exclusion of alleged US atrocities.

Pivot to Ukraine  
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has vaulted the former

Soviet state to the top of the agenda of a court often
accused of unfairly focusing on Africa. Four days after the
war started ICC prosecutor Karim Khan announced an
investigation into possible war crimes.
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YANGON, Myanmar: Workers moving a structure in front of a burning pile of seized illegal drugs during a
destruction ceremony to mark the United Nations’ “International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking” in Yangon on June 26, 2022.  —AFP
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BERDYANSK: Little appears to have changed for
Alexei Andrusenko, the head of a foundry in Ukraine’s
southern city of Berdyansk, who is happy to have kept all
his staff since Moscow took control of the city.
Andrusenko and his 50 or so employees continue show-
ing up to work every morning to the grey building in the
outskirts of the port city on the shores of the Sea of
Azov. But now the factory’s produce - once sold to
Ukrainian or international steel groups - will likely be
bound for Russia and Kremlin ally Belarus.

Since Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24
and captured territories in the south of the pro-Western
country, Moscow has sought to strengthen their eco-
nomic ties. “We have no other supply chain,”
Andrusenko told AFP during a press trip organized by
the Russian army. He also raised concerns about the
depleting stocks of their raw materials that previously
came from neighboring Mariupol, another key Ukrainian
city on the shores of the Sea of Azov.

Andrusenko says they are “interested” in working
with the Alchevsk steelworks, a large factory with over
10,000 employees that since 2014 has been under the
control of pro-Russian separatists of eastern Ukraine’s
Lugansk region. Before Russia sent troops to Ukraine,
these deals would never have been possible. “The most
important thing is to build the right supply chain and to
be able to work,” Andrusenko said.

Port ‘100 percent ready’ 
The southern Ukrainian regions of Kherson and

Zaporizhzhia have been largely under Russia’s control
since the first weeks of Moscow’s military campaign, and
are now being forcefully integrated into Russia’s econo-
my. The main economic asset of Berdyansk is its port,
which has remained mostly intact unlike that of
Mariupol, the scene of a devastating siege. In late March,

an attack attributed to Ukrainian forces reportedly sank
a Russian warship in Berdyansk waters, but today the
port is “almost 100 percent ready” to ship grain, says
Alexander Saulenko, the Moscow-installed head of
Berdyansk. Ukraine has accused Russia and its allies of
stealing its wheat, contributing to a global food shortage
caused by grain exports blocked in Ukrainian ports.
According to Saulenko, grain will soon be shipped out
from the port, since silos will need to be freed up for the
new harvest. “We have prospects for contracts with
Turkey. Russia is an agricultural country, it has enough
grain of its own so it would be more profitable to trade
elsewhere,” Saulenko said.

But the most tangible influence of Moscow on the
local economy is the introduction of Russia’s national
currency since last month. “Now you can buy everything
in both rubles and hryvna,” Ukraine’s currency, the pro-
Russian official added. According to him, Berdyansk
received some 90 million rubles ($1.7 million) from
Russia, but state employees are still paid in hryvna and it
is impossible to withdraw cash rubles from ATMs.

Neighboring Melitopol, about 100 kilometers west of
Berdyansk that came under Russian control on March 1,
also uses the Russian ruble that is delivered from Crimea,
the Black Sea peninsula Moscow annexed from Ukraine in
2014. “It’s a two-currency zone.... The ruble is delivered
thanks to the open road to Crimea. Commercial ties with
Russia, interrupted after 2014, are resuming,” says
Melitopol’s pro-Russian mayor, Galina Danilchenko.
“People are happy to accept the ruble... I don’t see any
problems,” she added, but for reporters on the press trip it
was difficult to speak freely with the city’s residents. Back
at the Berdyansk foundry, 41-year-old worker Sergey
Grigoryev says he just hopes to get paid his salary. “In
cash, not to my card, because you can’t withdraw from it.
In hryvnas or in rubles - I don’t care”.— AFP

Russia tightens economic 
grip on southern Ukraine

Ukraine accuses Moscow and its allies of stealing its wheat

BERDYANSK: Workers pour metal at a private Berdyansk foundry in Berdyansk, amid the ongoing Russian military
action in Ukraine. — AFP

SURAT: Employees examine the diamonds at a factory in Surat. Originally founded as a port city at the mouth of the Tapi river, Surat earned its repu-
tation as the “Diamond City of India” in the 1960s and ’70s. 

SURAT: A trader examines the diamonds at a trading market in Surat. — AFP photos

Ukraine war robs 
India’s ‘Diamond 
City’ of its sparkle
SURAT: Yogesh Zanzamera lays out his bed on the
floor of the factory where he works and lives, one of
around two million Indians polishing diamonds in an
industry being hit hard by the Ukraine war. The air
reeking from the only toilet for 35-40 people, condi-
tions at workshops like this in Gujarat state leave
workers at risk of lung disease, deteriorating vision
and other illnesses.

But Zanzamera and others like him have other more
immediate worries: the faraway war in Europe and the
resulting sanctions on Russia, India’s biggest supplier
of “rough” gemstones and a long-standing strategic
ally. “There are not enough diamonds. Because of that,
there is not enough work,” Zanzamera, 44, told AFP at
the workshop, situated up some dingy stairs in Surat
where he has worked since leaving school at 13.

“The war should end. Everybody’s livelihood
depends on the war ending.” His monthly pay packet
of 20,000 rupees ($260) is already down 20-30 per-
cent, he says. But he is one of the lucky ones-the local
trade union estimates that between 30,000 and
50,000 diamond workers in Surat have lost their jobs.

Rough times 
Originally founded as a port city at the mouth of the

Tapi river, Surat earned a reputation as the “Diamond
City of India” in the 1960s and ‘70s. Now, some 90
percent of the world’s diamonds are cut and polished
in the bustling industrial city and elsewhere in the
western state of Gujarat. Traders in Surat’s crowded
Mahidharpura market openly trade diamonds worth
millions of dollars on the streets each day, carrying the
precious gems loose in paper wrappings.

“If it doesn’t go through Surat, a diamond is not a
diamond,” said Chirag Patel, CEO of Chirag Gems.
Russian mining giants like Alrosa traditionally account-
ed for over a third of India’s rough diamonds, but sup-
ply has all but stopped because of Western sanctions.
For Chirag Gems, Russia was even more important,
accounting for half the 900 “roughs” that his firm turns
into dazzling gems that sell anywhere from $150 to

$150,000. Using state-of-the-art scanning and laser-
cutting machines, his factory is better than most, with
air-conditioning and exhaust systems protecting
workers from inhaling dangerous dust. But supply has
shrunk to a tenth of what it was in the months since
Western sanctions cut Russia off from the SWIFT
international payments network in March. “We are not
getting goods from Russia because the payments sys-
tem is stuck due to the war,” Patel, 32, told AFP, saying
he is trying to bridge the gap with supplies from South
Africa and Ghana.

Demand at Tiffany’s 
The June-to-September wedding season in the

United States is a crucial period for diamond
exporters, Patel says. The US accounted for more than
40 percent of India’s $24 billion exports of cut and
polished diamonds in the financial year to March, data
from the Gem and Jewellery Export Promotion Council
(GJEPC) shows.

But along with supply, traders say demand from
the United States and Europe, too, has nosedived in
recent months as companies like Signet, Tiffany &
Co, Chopard and Pandora refuse to buy diamonds
sourced from Russia. Workers like Dipak Prajapati

have suffered the consequences. In May he lost a
job in May that paid $320 a month to support his
family of six.

“I called the company to ask when I could resume
work, but they said they don’t have any work for me
and told me to stay home,” the 37-year-old told AFP.
“Sixty percent of the jobs in Surat run on diamonds.
Diamonds are the biggest industry in Surat. I don’t
know any work other than diamonds.” His layoff comes
close on the heels of pandemic shutdowns. “We didn’t
get any salaries for six to eight months. We had to bor-
row money from all sides to survive and are still paying
back those loans,” Prajapati said.

The Gujarat Diamond Workers’ Union has asked
Gujarat’s chief minister for a 10-billion-rupee ($128-
million) relief package for workers who have lost their
jobs. “We told him that if the situation does not
improve in the coming days, our workers will be com-
pelled to commit suicide,” union vice-president
Bhavesh Tank said. “Surat has given the world so
much,” Tank says. “Surat has scrubbed diamonds for
the entire world but our diamond workers are now
getting scrubbed.” “We can only pray to God that the
war will end. If the war does not end, we don’t know
how bad things will get.”— AFP

ELMAU CASTLE: (Left to right) Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson, European Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen, US President Joe Biden, European Council President Charles Michel, Italy’s Prime Minister Mario
Draghi, Germany’s Chancellor Olaf Scholz, Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and France’s President
Emmanuel Macron attend a working lunch to discuss shaping the global economy on June 26, 2022. — AFP 

Energy shock tests 
G7 climate resolve
ELMAU CASTLE: Leaders of the Group of Seven
rich nations will be under pressure to stick to climate
pledges in Bavaria from Sunday, as Russia’s energy
cuts trigger a dash back to planet-heating fossil fuels.
Germany finds itself in an awkward position as G7
summit host, having recently announced that Europe’s
biggest economy will burn more coal to offset a drop
in Russian gas supplies amid deteriorating ties over
the war in Ukraine.

Chancellor Olaf Scholz nevertheless insists the G7
remains committed to the Paris agreement of limiting
global temperature increases to 1.5 degrees Celsius,
and achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. But con-
cerns are growing that Scholz will use the gathering
to push G7 partners to water down a previous prom-
ise to stop financing gas and oil projects abroad by
the end of the year. “That would be a real setback,”
said Alden Meyer, a senior associate at climate policy
think tank E3G.

“Scholz could go down in history as the climate
backtracking chancellor.” US President Joe Biden,
French President Emmanuel Macron and their coun-
terparts from Britain, Italy, Canada and Japan will all
be joining Scholz at the luxurious Elmau Castle from
Sunday to Tuesday. Thousands of people marched in
the city of Munich on the eve of the summit to urge
G7 leaders to do more to fight climate change.

‘Bitter’ coal comeback
With the impact of the climate crisis already being

felt across the globe through devastating floods, ris-

ing seas and crop-wilting droughts, the summit will
be closely watched for fresh funding pledges to help
poor nations cope. But hopes of a breakthrough are
low, as the conflict in Ukraine dominates the agenda
and Western attention shifts to the vast sums that will
be needed to rebuild the country.

“Before the war there was a clear intent, also from
Germany, to really deliver on climate finance and this
seems off the table now,” said Susanne Droege, a cli-
mate policy analyst at Germany’s Institute for
International and Security Affairs (SWP). Soaring
energy prices and fears that Moscow could abruptly
cut off supplies have left European nations scram-
bling to wean themselves off Russian oil, coal and gas.
With renewables like solar and wind power not yet a
widely available alternative, countries including
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Austria are
reverting to fossil fuels to plug the gap.

German Energy Minister Robert Habeck, a Green
party politician, called the decision to reactivate
mothballed coal-fired plants “bitter” but necessary
for energy security. He stressed that Germany was
still on track to close its coal plants by 2030 and
remained committed to a massive shift towards
renewable energy. Droege said Russia’s aggression in
Ukraine had exposed the risks of fossil fuel depend-
ency. “The only benefit of this war is that... under-
standing has increased that renewable sources of
energy will pay off,” said Droege. Environmentalists
say a key focus of the G7 climate talks should be on
helping the most vulnerable nations that are already
bearing the brunt of the climate emergency. “In the
Horn of Africa, a terrible drought is leaving over 18
million people suffering from food insecurity,”
Ugandan youth activist Vanessa Nakate told
reporters ahead of the summit.—AFP



ROME: Air traffic is booming this summer, but after
European vacations are over will passenger demand
hold up? The question was the focus of the annual
congress of the Airports Council International (ACI)
Europe in Rome this week, held at the cusp of the
approaching peak season. The summer period is shap-
ing up to be by far the best since the beginning of the
coronavirus crisis that has severely affected the airline
industry since 2020. Some airlines, such as Ryanair,
and countries, in particular Greece, have already
recovered or even exceeded their 2019 daily flight
numbers, according to Eurocontrol, a pan-European
air traffic agency.

Across the continent, air traffic was last week at 86
percent of the same period in 2019, Eurocontrol said,
and expected to reach up to 95 percent in August
under its most optimistic estimate. And companies are
filling seats for the coming weeks despite the sharp
rise in ticket prices, long lines in various airports from
Frankfurt to Dublin to Amsterdam and strikes by flight
attendants, pilots or air traffic controllers.

But after that?
“Visibility is low because there is a lot of uncertain-

ty,” said Olivier Jankovec, director general of ACI
Europe. “We’re now in a war economy in Europe, we
have the prospect of a quite harsh recession, we have
inflation at record levels, so how all of this is going to

play into consumer sentiment... the jury’s still out.” The
director general for transport and mobility at the
European Commission, Henrik Hololei, echoed that
thought. “We really need to tighten the seatbelt
because there’s going to be a lot of turbulence,” he
told delegates. “We are entering... a period of uncer-
tainty which we have never experienced in the last
decade. And that of course is the biggest enemy of the
business,” he said.

Too many unknowns 
Hololei listed the war in Ukraine, high energy prices

and shortages of energy, food and labor. “We have
also interest rates which are going up for the first time
in a decade,” he said. The price of jet fuel has doubled
over the past year, with a refinery capacity shortage
compounding the explosion in crude oil prices. Fuel
accounts for about a quarter of the operating costs of
airlines, which have passed them on to consumers in
ticket prices as they seek to refill coffers drained by
the two-year health crisis.

Still, strong demand has returned, confirmed Eleni
Kaloyirou, managing director of Hermes Airports,
which manages the airports of Larnaca and Paphos in
Cyprus, where the high tourist season extends into
November. “People want to take their holidays,” she
said, acknowledging, however, “we do worry about
next year”. The general manager of Athens

International Airport, Yiannis Paraschis, similarly
expressed fears that “the increase in energy costs and
inflation will consume a great part of European house-
holds’ disposable income”. The head of Istanbul
International Airport, Kadri Samsunlu, voiced concerns
about inflation’s effect in Western Europe. And if con-

sumer confidence is damaged, “We don’t know what’s
going to happen to the demand,” he warned. The last
unknown hanging over European air travel in the
medium term is a possible new outbreak of coron-
avirus. “COVID has not disappeared, and it is not a
seasonal flu either,” Hololei warned.— AFP
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Europe aviation industry frets 
despite strong summer start

Visibility ‘low’ amid uncertainty

ZAVENTEM: Striking pilots and cabin crew members interact with travellers in the departure hall of Brussels Airport, at
Zaventem. Pilots and cabin crew members of Belgian airlines Brussels Airlines and of low-cost carrier Ryanair have
started a three-day strike, leading Brussels Airlines to cancel about 60 percent of its scheduled flight schedule. — AFP
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UK mulling action 
for steel industry
LONDON: Britain is mulling action to protect its
ailing steel industry that could set it on collision
course with the World Trade Organization (WTO),
Prime Minister Boris Johnson said Sunday. Britain’s
steel industry is battling for survival having shrunk
over recent decades, and is now bearing the brunt
of sky-rocketing energy prices.

The government has provided some financial
support for energy-intensive businesses, including
steel, but Johnson has indicated it will take further
action that could breach its WTO obligations.
When asked about reports he is ready to break
WTO rules by imposing new tariffs, Johnson told
British reporters at the G7 summit in Germany
that “we have a system in the UK where we don’t

privilege our industry in the way that some other
countries do.

“We need British Steel to be provided with much
cheaper energy and cheap electricity for its blast
furnaces. “But until we can fix that, I think it is rea-
sonable for UK steel to have the same protections
that... absolutely every other European steel econo-
my does,” he added. “The difficulty is, is that possi-
ble to do while staying within our WTO? But these
are tough choices that you have to make.”

According to the Sunday Telegraph, Johnson is
planning to impose import limits on steel from sev-
eral developing countries and extend the tariffs
already imposed on developed countries and China.
Johnson’s political standing is in peril after two
crushing by-election defeats this week. One was in
the former industrial city of Wakefield, a so-called
Red Wall seat that switched to the Tories at the last
election. The government hopes action on steel will
bolster support in such areas, observers say.— AFP

Energy giants urge 
French consumers 
to cut back
PARIS: Consumers should start cutting back on their
energy use immediately, the bosses of France’s three
big energy companies urged Sunday, warning of social
tensions next winter unless reserves are replenished.
“The effort has to be immediate, collective and mas-
sive,” Patrick Pouyanne of TotalEnergies, Jean-Bernard
Levy of EDF and Catherine MacGregor of ENGIE
wrote in an op-ed piece in the JDD weekly.

The call came after the French government said this
week it aimed to have its natural gas reserves at full
capacity by autumn as European countries brace for
supply cuts from major supplier Russia with the
Ukraine war dragging on, and would build a floating

terminal to receive more gas supplies by ship. The
three energy bosses said in the article that European
energy production was further hampered by hydro-
electric production suffering from drought.

“The surge in energy prices resulting from these dif-
ficulties threatens our social and political fabric and
impacts families’ purchasing power too severely,” they
said, adding: “The best energy is the one we don’t use.”
They said “every consumer and every company must
change their habits and immediately limit their energy
consumption, be it of electricity, gas or oil products”.
Replenishing reserves of natural gas over the summer is
a priority, as is “eliminating the national waste” of ener-
gy, they said. France is less dependent than neighbor
Germany on Russian gas deliveries as it covers close
to 70 percent of its electricity needs from nuclear
energy. But according to the International Energy
Agency (IEA), France needs to accelerate the deploy-
ment of low-carbon energy technologies and energy
efficiency solutions if it wants to reach its energy and
climate targets.—AFP
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Central Agency for Public Tenders shows activities 
KUWAIT: Central 
Agency for Public Tenders 
statistics about the 
agency’s activities for the 
years 2020 and 2021 show 
the total estimated value 
of all entities from Jan 1, 
2020 until Jan 31, 2020 
was KD 362,572,093, 
while the awarded value 
was KD 303,456,337, 
according to Secretary 
General of CAPT Osama 
Alduaij. Meanwhile, the 
estimated tender value of 
all entities from Jan 1, 2021 
until Dec 31, 2021 was 
1,506,971,997, and the 
awarded value was KD 
1,849,121,482. The 
attached tables detail the 
entities and the total 
awarded values.

Osama Alduaij,  
Secretary General of 
Central Agency for 

Public Tenders

ZURICH: Central banks must not let inflation 
become entrenched, with the threat of stagflation 
looming over the global economy, the Bank for 
International Settlements warned Sunday in its 
annual economic report. BIS, considered the central 
bank of central banks, said institutions will have to 
move swiftly to ensure a return to low and stable 
inflation, while limiting the impact on growth. 

“The key for central banks is to act quickly and 
decisively before inflation becomes entrenched,” 
said BIS general manager Agustin Carstens. “If it 
does, the costs of bringing it back under control will 
be higher. The longer-term benefits of preserving 
stability for households and businesses outweigh 
any short-term costs.” BIS’s flagship report said 
that in restoring low, stable inflation, central banks 
should seek to minimize the hit to economic activity, 
in turn safeguarding financial stability. 

BIS said engineering a so-called soft landing had 

historically been difficult, and the starting condi-
tions now were making the task all the more chal-
lenging. “It would be more desirable if we could 
have a soft landing because that would mean that 
the tightening of monetary policy could be more 
subdued,” Carstens told a press conference. “But 
even if this is not the case, definitely the priority 
should be to combat inflation,” to prevent the world 
economy from slumping. 

 
Stagflation dangers  

After the shock of the COVID-19 pandemic, cen-
tral banks initially saw the return of inflation as tem-
porary as the economy picked up again. But the rise 
in prices has sharply accelerated since Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine in February. BIS said the global 
economy risked entering a new era of high inflation. 
The dangers of stagflation - stagnant growth cou-
pled with rising prices - loom large, as a combina-

tion of lingering disruptions from the pandemic, the 
war in Ukraine, soaring commodity prices and 
financial vulnerabilities cloud the outlook, it added. 

Policymakers must press ahead with reforms to 
support long-term growth and lay the groundwork 
for more normal fiscal and monetary policy settings, 
BIS said. While the European Central Bank plans to 
raise interest rates in July and then again 
September, the US Federal Reserve on Wednesday 
carried out its largest rate hike since 1994. The Fed 
announced a 0.75-percentage-point rise and said it 
is prepared to do so again next month in an all-out 
battle to drive down surging inflation. 

 
1970s comparison 

Established in Basel in 1930, the BIS is owned by 
62 central banks, representing countries that 
account for about 95 percent of global gross 
domestic product (GDP). In its annual report, the 

BIS looked at the stagflation of the 1970s, when the 
oil shocks of 1973 and 1979 caused inflation to 
jump. In 1973, oil prices had more than doubled in 
the space of a month. Oil occupied a much more 
central place in the economy, it said. Moreover, 
inflation was already rising before the oil shock, 
while the global economy is now emerging from a 
long phase of low inflation. 

But the BIS also highlighted other points of vul-
nerability, including the current high level of private 
and public debt. And with Russia’s war in Ukraine, 
inflation this time is not only based around oil, but 
also other sources of energy, agricultural raw mate-
rials, fertilizers and metals. The most pressing chal-
lenge for central banks is therefore to bring inflation 
down to low levels, according to the BIS. High infla-
tion situations tend to be self-reinforcing, warned 
the BIS, especially when wages spiral into an 
attempt to offset rising prices. —AFP  

Central banks must act  
quickly on inflation: BIS

Threat of stagflation looming over global economy



FBI agents seized all 25 works at a
Jean-Michel Basquiat exhibit in
Florida amid questions about their

authenticity, the museum which was
showing them said Saturday. The Orlando
Museum of Art said it had complied with a
request for access to works at the show
called “Heroes and Monsters: Jean-

Michel Basquiat” and that the paintings
are now in the hands of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. “It is important to
note that we still have not been led to
believe the Museum has been or is the
subject of any investigation,” museum
spokeswoman Emilia Bourmas-Fry said in
an email sent to AFP.

The exhibit had been due to close
June 30. The museum said it would keep
cooperating. The FBI did not immediately
reply to AFPʼs request for comment. The
paintings were done on scavenged pieces
of cardboard and were largely unseen
until this exhibit began in February, The
New York Times reported in a story on
Fridayʼs confiscation of the works. The
Times said that it had learned last month
that one of the works was painted on the
back of a shipping box that bore instruc-
tions to “Align top of FedEx Shipping
Label here.”

But the instructions were in a typeface
that was not used until 1994, six years

after the artist died, the paper said, quot-
ing a designer who worked for Federal
Express. The FBI seized the paintings
with a warrant based on a 41-page affi-
davit that said the agencyʼs probe had
unearthed “false information related to the
alleged prior ownership of the paintings,”
the Times said. The probe also revealed
“attempts to sell the paintings using false
provenance, and bank records show pos-
sible solicitation of investment in artwork
that is not authentic.”

The owners of the works as well as the
director of the museum, Aaron De Groft,
say Basquiat made these paintings in
1982 and sold them to a now deceased

television screenwriter named Thad
Mumford for $5,000, the Times said. They
said Mumford put them in a storage unit
and apparently forgot about them for 30
years. But in the affidavit related to the
search warrant, FBI special agent
Elizabeth Rivas states that she inter-
viewed Mumford in 2014 and learned that
“Mumford never purchased Basquiat art-
work and was unaware of any Basquiat
artwork being in his storage locker,” the
Times said. If authentic the paintings
would be worth around $100 million, it
added, quoting art experts. — AFP 
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‘In This Case’ by Jean-Michel Basquiat is on display during a preview of the upcoming 21st
Century Evening Sale at Christie.

Posters of art at the launch of the Jean-Michel Basquiat for Etnia Barcelona Collection in Brooklyn, New York. — AFP photos

Business is not a bed of roses for
Bulgariaʼs rose oil makers these
days. Made from Damask roses

grown in the aptly named Rose Valley,
the oil is a vital ingredient in the perfumes
made by the worldʼs top luxury brands
such as Christian Dior, Estee Lauder and
Chanel. But a heatwave has slashed this
yearʼs harvest of rose petals, labor is
hard to find and the global surge in ener-
gy prices has increased costs for a prod-
uct so precious that it is dubbed “liquid
gold”.

This yearʼs oil will be “considerably
more expensive,” Plamen Stankovski, a
partner at rose oil producer and exporter
Bulattars, told AFP in his distillery near
Pavel Banya, in Bulgariaʼs famed Rose
Valley. Production costs for one kilogram
of rose oil stood at around 6,000 euros
($6,300) in 2021, but they have surged
by as much as 40 percent this year. The
price of petals alone doubled since last
year, according to producers.

This means that a 4.5-kilo glass jar
filled with the thick, golden-yellow oil
could sell for more than 45,000 euros this
year. Bulgaria is the worldʼs top rose oil
maker along with Turkey and the distiller-
ies to make the precious substance run
on natural gas, diesel and fuel oil-com-

modities whose prices soared after
Russia invaded Ukraine in late February.
“The price of fuel has gone up two or
even three times,” Stankovski said.

ʻNot all rosesʼ 
Small amounts of rose oil are used in

almost every high-quality perfume-not for

its aroma, but because its fixative quali-
ties help blend other ingredients and pro-
long the scent on the skin. To produce it,
huge amounts of petals are boiled in
massive metal vats. The vapors are then
distilled to separate the oil in a process
nearly unchanged since the days of the
Ottoman empire in the 17th century.

On his familyʼs rose fields near Pavel
Banya, Dimitar Dimitrov laments that a
chronic labor shortage has plagued the
sector for years. “Picking is the most
expensive as it is done solely by hand. If
you donʼt pick the open roses today,
tomorrow theyʼre gone,” said the 40-year-
old, who plucked petals with his father
and brother-in-law.

Fertilizer, fuel, ploughing and pruning
have all become more expensive, he
said. With petal prices almost doubling,
he said he hoped “this will cover at least
our production costs so we donʼt end up
in the red”. To make things worse, a heat-
wave scorched rose buds before they
could open, slashing yields and reducing
the picking season by half.

The flowers that survived excrete less
oil. To extract one kilo of rose oil, 4,000
kilograms of petals are now needed, 15
percent more than usual. “We are worried
by the increased cost of our production,”
said exporter Filip Lissicharov, CEO of
the Enio Bonchev Production company in
the nearby village of Tarnichane. “The
picture is not all roses,” he added.

More fuel is now needed to sustain
production, which is interrupted by irregu-
lar petal deliveries, but the industry asso-
ciationʼs calls for fuel subsidies have thus

far gone unanswered by the government.
Rose oil production is expected to drop
below its usual annual haul of 2.5 tons.

Certified as ʻpureʼ 
Nearly 100 percent of the oil produced

in Bulgaria is exported to places such as
France, Germany, Switzerland, the
United States, China, Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan. Lissicharov is anxious
about how the market will react to higher
prices.

“Thereʼs interest (from buyers),” he
said. “But whether this interest will turn
into deals depends on the price.” To pre-
vent counterfeit products from entering
the market, the oil is certified by a few
designated labs, such as the state
Bulgarska Rosa Laboratory in Sofia.
The product leaves the lab in hermeti-
cally-sealed aluminum flasks with a
label that guarantees “100-percent pure
and natural genuine Bulgarian rose oil”.
Cutting corners, Stankovski said, is not
an option: “Regardless of our troubles,
we will preserve the high quality of the
rose oil.”— AFP

Women carry plastic bags filled with rose petals early in the morning in the Rose Valley,
near the town of Pavel Banya.

Damask roses picked at dawn in in the Rose Valley, near the town of Pavel Banya.A woman collects rose petals early in the morning in the
Rose Valley, near the town of Pavel Banya. 

FBI seizes Basquiat paintings
amid doubts over authenticity

People collect rose petals early in the morning in the Rose
Valley, near the town of Pavel Banya. — AFP photos

People collect rose petals early in the morning in the Rose Valley, near the town of Pavel Banya.
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B
oys scurry, duck and weave through
crowds sheltering from the suffocat-
ing heat before upending buckets of

cooling water on beefy bovines waiting to
compete at the annual traditional Thai
buffalo races in Chonburi on Sunday. The
riotously noisy, muddy and slightly chaotic
annual tradition marks the beginning of
the rice planting season-with the festival-
like atmosphere in the eastern province
taking place for the first time in two years.

The main event sees four pairs of har-
nessed buffalo gallop across a decorated
paddy field, with intrepid racers sprinting
barefoot through the shallow muddy
waters and attempting to both control their
beasts and remain upright. 

“Before the race starts, we are a little
excited and nervous,” said Sompong
Ratanasatien, 33, drenched and breath-
ing heavily after his latest bout. The tricki-
est point was the start line, he said,
where racers must wait for the official
start whistle as they attempt to manoeu-

vre the heavy beasts into position and
keep them calm. “After that it depends on
our buffalo and how he matches with my
skills,” said Ratanasatien, who was
enjoying a winning streak with his two-
year-old bovine Kao.

Urged on with a small metal-tipped
bamboo whip, the usually placid animals
are unrecognizable as they rampage
down the watery field. Bouts are divided
according to weight and size, with the
heaviest creatures slightly slower to a
practiced eye but requiring significantly
more skill to control. And the racers, who
work and train with the buffalos for weeks
in preparation, donʼt always have the
upper hand. Numerous races got off to
false starts as the hapless human racers
were-literally-dragged through the mud.

“I think normal people cannot do (it),”
said Within Lueanguksorn, who had trav-
elled from Bangkok to watch the races.
“There is a relation between the people
and them (buffalos),” the 38-year-old

added. The animals often looked close to
careening out of control as they thun-
dered across the finish line, scattering any
spectator foolish enough to stand nearby.
Racer Noppadon Yindeesuk, 45, admitted
the tradition can be hazardous. “It could
be a bit dangerous if the buffalos are run-
ning too close to each other because it
could cause an accident-so the riders
must be careful,” he explained.

Still, he said he would be racing two of
his buffalo-worth around 150,000 baht
($4,200) each-Parewa and Pete. “They
are over two years old, and they won the
race last year,” he said, grinning ear-to-
ear, adding that he trained with them
every three or four days. But there was an
important point to Sundayʼs spectacle,
Yindeesuk said. “I compete in the buffalo
racing because I am trying to preserve
our Chonburi traditions about good rice,
good buffalo.”— AFP

I
ranʼs next revolution will be brought on
by women taking back the freedoms
denied to them in the Islamic republic,

said Zar Amir Ebrahimi, the winner of this
yearʼs Best Actress award at Cannes. Amir
Ebrahimi took the prize for her role in
“Holy Spider” as a journalist in Iran who
investigates a serial killer murdering prosti-
tutes, and who has to contend with a
deeply misogynistic society placing many
obstacles in her way.

But in contrast to the movieʼs hopeless-
ly grim take on attitudes towards women in
Iran-which became an Islamic republic
after the 1979 revolution that overthrew
the Shah-Amir Ebrahimi said she was now
detecting signs that women were finally
fighting back. “If there ever is another rev-
olution in Iran, it will be a revolution by
women,” she said in an interview with AFP.

“Women are fighting to keep the few
rights they have in this society. They are
rolling up their sleeves and they dress dif-
ferently. They go out and sing, and form
clandestine dance groups. There has
been so much pressure on us, weʼre
ready to explode. Thatʼs why I have hope.
Change has to happen,” she said.

ʻWe never daredʼ 
Young women were even daring to defy

the decades-old law that makes loose
clothing and a headscarf compulsory for
women in public, she said. “We never
dared take off the headscarf in the street,”
said the 41-year-old actress, “but the
young generation, they do.” Directed by
Danish-Iranian Ali Abbasi, “Holy Spider” is
inspired by the true story of a working-
class man who killed prostitutes in the ear-
ly 2000s and became known as the
“Spider Killer”.

Abbasi was denied permission to film in
Iran and it was ultimately shot in Jordan.
Amir Ebrahimi said she herself has first-
hand experience of unequal treatment of
women in Iran. She became a star in her
early twenties for her supporting role in
one of the countryʼs longest-running soap
operas, “Nargess”, but saw her life and
career fall apart when a sex tape featuring
her and her boyfriend was leaked online in
2006. Amir Ebrahimi initially denied being
on the tape, acknowledging only years lat-
er that it had been really her.

Her boyfriend had nothing to do with
the leak, she told AFP. “We were very
much in love,” she said, blaming instead

“a mutual friend with access to our com-
puter” for releasing the footage. Intimate
recordings of celebrities are “big business”
in Iran, she said, estimating that the tape
featuring her raked in some $3 million on
the black market. The high-profile case
was taken on personally by Tehranʼs chief
prosecutor, and the leakʼs author put on
trial and punished.

ʻLike in the filmʼ 
But far from getting the public support

she hoped for, Amir Ebrahimi herself was
shunned by her acting colleagues who felt
she had  “endangered Iranian cinema”,
and found public opinion to be firmly on
the side of the man who had leaked the
tape. “It was like in the film, where the
killer becomes a hero,” she said. “This
shows a sick society, a society that is not
accustomed to recognizing women.”

She added: “That is exactly what the
government always wants, that everybody
becomes everybody elseʼs enemy.” But
Amir Ebrahimi said she holds no resent-
ment towards Iranian society. “Even
though it destroyed me, I understand that
we are all victims of tradition and of a reli-
gious society.” Amir Ebrahimi left Iran dur-
ing the scandal, “traumatized”, and now
lives in Paris. “Itʼs not easy to start from
scratch when youʼve already known suc-
cess,” she said. “You arrive somewhere
and you donʼt even speak the language. I
took the metro and couldnʼt understand a
word.” Finding acting work was not easy in
her newly-adopted country where film pro-
fessionals usually wanted to type-cast her.
“They see me as a refugee, of course. Or
an immigrant, of course. Itʼs rare that I get
other offers,” she said. —AFPRacers run with their buffaloes in a traditional buffalo race during the

rice-planting festival in Chonburi.
A racer splashes his buffalo with water before competing in a tradi-
tional buffalo race during the rice-planting festival in Chonburi.

Racers run with their buffaloes in a traditional buffalo race during the
rice-planting festival in Chonburi.

A racer rides on the back of a wooden plough as he races his buf-
faloes during the rice-planting festival in Chonburi to mark the start
of paddy-sowing season. — AFP photos

These pictures show a view of the archaeological site of Saint Hilarion in the center of the Gaza Strip. — AFP photos A picture shows a view of the archaeological site of Saint Hilarion in the center of the
Gaza Strip.

W
hile workers labored on a large
construction site in the Gaza Strip,
a security guard noticed a strange

piece of stone sticking out of the earth. “I
thought it was a tunnel,” said Ahmad, the
young guard, referring to secret passages
dug by the Islamist group Hamas to help it
battle the Zionists.

In the Gaza Strip, ruled by Hamas and
repeatedly ravaged by war, people are
more familiar with burying the dead than
digging up their heritage. But what Ahmad
found in January was part of a Roman
necropolis dating from about 2,000 years
ago-representative of the impoverished
Palestinian territoryʼs rich, if under-devel-
oped, archaeological treasures.

After the last war between Zionist and
Hamas in May 2021 left a trail of damage
in Gaza, Egypt began a reconstruction ini-
tiative worth $500 million. As part of that
project in Jabaliya, in the north of the
coastal enclave, bulldozers were digging
up the sandy soil in order to build new con-
crete buildings when Ahmad made his dis-
covery. “I notified the Egyptian foremen,
who immediately contacted local authori-
ties and asked the workers to stop,” said
Ahmad, a Palestinian who preferred not to
give his full name.

With rumors on social media of a big
discovery, Gazaʼs antiquities service called
in the French non-governmental group
Premiere Urgence Internationale and the
French Biblical and Archaeological School
of Jerusalem to evaluate the siteʼs impor-

tance and mark off the area. “The first
excavations permitted the identification of
about 40 tombs dating from the ancient
Roman period between the first and sec-
ond centuries AD,” said French archaeolo-
gist Rene Elter, who led the team dis-
patched to Jabaliya.

“The necropolis is larger than these 40
tombs and should have between 80 and
100,” he said. One of the burial sites found
so far is decorated with multi-colored paint-
ings representing crowns and garlands of
bay leaves, as well as jars for funereal
drinks, the archaeologist added.

ʻTreasuresʼ of Gaza 
Archaeology is a highly political subject

in the Zionist entity and the Palestinian ter-
ritories, and discoveries are used to justify
the territorial claims of each people. While
the Jewish state has a number of archae-
ologists reporting on an impressive num-
ber of ancient treasures, the sector is
largely neglected in Gaza. Authorities peri-
odically announce discoveries in the territo-
ry, but tourism at archaeological sites is
limited. Zionist entity and Egypt, which
shares a border with Gaza, tightly restrict
the flow of people in and out of the enclave
administered by Hamas since 2007.
“However, there is no difference between
what you can find in Gaza and on the other
side of the barrier” in the Zionist entity, Elter
said. “Itʼs the same great history.”

“In Gaza, a lot of sites have disap-
peared because of conflict and construc-

tion, but the territory is an immense
archaeological site which needs many
teams of experts,” he added. Stakes and
fences have been erected around the
Roman necropolis, which is watched over
constantly by guards as new buildings go
up nearby.

“We are trying to fight antiquities traffick-
ing,” said Jamal Abu Rida, director of the
local archaeological service tasked with
protecting the necropolis and which hopes
to find investors for further excavation.
Since Hamas took control 15 years ago,
Gaza has endured four wars and numer-
ous escalations of tension. “The image of
Gaza is often associated with violence, but

its history is bursting with archaeological
treasures that need to be protected for
future generations,” said Jihad Abu
Hassan, director of the local Premiere
Urgence mission. Demographics add to
the pressure. Gaza is a tiny, overcrowded
strip of land whose population in 15 years
has ballooned from 1.4 million to 2.3 mil-
lion. As a result, building construction has
accelerated. “Some people avoid telling
authorities if there is an archaeological dis-
covery on a construction site out of fear of
not being compensated” for the resulting
work stoppage, Abu Hassan said.

“We lose archaeological sites every
day,” which shows the need for a strategy

to defend the enclaveʼs heritage, including
training local archaeologists, he said. Over
the last few years, his organization has
helped to educate 84 archaeological tech-
nicians. Doing so also offers employment
prospects, in an impoverished territory
where youth joblessness exceeds 60 per-
cent.

Still hunting stones 
One rare success is the preservation of

the Byzantine monastery of Saint Hilarion.
It opened several years ago to the public
and includes an atrium, baths and multiple
churches, standing as testament to an era
when Gaza was a crossroads for
Mediterranean pilgrims. “We receive
around 14,000 visitors a year, including
school students,” said Fadel al-Otol, 41, a
Palestinian archaeologist whose early pas-
sion for ancient ruins was formalized with
training in France.

As a child during the first Palestinian
intifida, or uprising, Otol said he hunted
stones to hurl at Zionist soldiers. “Today I
look for stones to prove to the military that
we have a great history,” he said.
Wandering around the Saint Hilarion site,
Otol pondered his dream: “That we exca-
vate all the archaeological sites of Gaza
and that they be accessible to the public to
show our history and culture to the entire
world.” If nothing is done, he said, “the
sites would disappear forever.”— AFP

Iranian actress and director, awarded Best
Actress at the Cannes Film Festival 2022, Zar
Amir Ebrahimi, poses during a photo session
in Paris. — AFP

Iran’s next revolution will be 
female, says Cannes winner

A view of the archaeological
site of Saint Hilarion.



US rapper Kendrick Lamar will bring
the curtain down on Britainʼs
Glastonbury Festival on Sunday,

after Paul McCartney ran through a set of
Beatles classics, helped out by Bruce
Springsteen and Dave Grohl. McCartney,
who turned 80 last week, on Saturday
became the oldest main stage headliner of
all time, and was joined by Springsteen for
“I Wanna Be Your Man”, while former
Nirvana man Grohl came on for “I Saw
Her Standing There.”

The 100,000 strong crowd at the dairy
farm in south west England serenaded
McCartney onto the stage with “Happy
Birthday”, and were treated to timeless
classics including “Canʼt Buy Me Love”,
“Love Me Do”, “Blackbird”, “Helter Skelter”,
“Let It Be” and “Hey Jude”. The Sunday
Telegraph called it “one of the most
thrilling, uplifting, banger-filled”
Glastonbury performances, giving it five
stars. “A huge crowd of all ages spread in
front of the mystically glowing Pyramid
stage. Flags waved, flares blazed, voices
were raised in song. The world hasnʼt
exactly been a vision of peace and love
lately, but here was the Fab One to put
things right,” it said.

In a four-star review, the Observer said
that “the occasional lulls” in the first part of
the three-hour set “rather potentiates what
happens afterwards, when McCartney
starts to pull out all the stops.” “Thereʼs
something incredibly charming about see-
ing the puppyish delight on the face of
Springsteen... as he and McCartney trade
lines,” it added.

Zelensky appears 
The singer-songwriter also performed a

duet with his late musical partner John
Lennon, whose image was projected on a
giant screen, on a version of “I Got A
Feeling”. The coronavirus pandemic
forced organizers to cancel the last two
yearsʼ events, and those going this year
battled three days of major rail strikes
across the country to get there. Doors
opened at Worthy Farm in Somerset,

southwest England, on Wednesday, with
US pop star Billie Eilish, 20, on Friday
becoming the youngest ever main stage
headline act.

Other big-name performers on the bill
include soul legend Diana Ross, Led
Zeppelin frontman Robert Plant, New
Zealand singer-songwriter Lorde and elec-
tro-pop duo Pet Shop Boys. Meanwhile,

Ukraineʼs President Volodymyr Zelensky
put in an appearance on Friday, urging
revelers by big screen to band together to
try to stop the conflict with Russia.

Dairy farmer Michael Eavis first organ-
ized the festival in 1970, the day after Jimi
Hendrix died, and fans who came to see
acts including Marc Bolan and Al Stewart
paid £1 each for entry and received free
milk from the farm. The festival was held
intermittently in the 1970s and it wasnʼt
until the 1990s that it really began to
acquire its current status.

Glastonbury was due to celebrate its
50th anniversary in 2020, but those plans
were put on hold by the pandemic. Integral
to the festivalʼs development was the late
Arabella Churchill, granddaughter of
Winston Churchill, who set up and then
ran the Theatre and Circus fields. As a
result, the festival developed a diverse
reputation and the 900-acre (360-hectare)
site now encompasses various thematic
areas. — AFP
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Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky
addresses festivalgoers via a video link during
the Glastonbury festival near the village of
Pilton in Somerset, southwest England.

With a tuft of punk-style hair and a
tongue sticking perennially out
the side of his mouth, a dog

named Mr Happy Face has been
crowned the worldʼs homeliest pooch.
This 17-year-old Chinese crested defeat-
ed nine competitors Friday in the Worldʼs
Ugliest Dog Contest, a decades-old event
held annually in Petaluma, California.

The champ was adopted as a rescue
last year by a 41-year-old Arizona musi-
cian, Jeneda Benally. “During the pan-
demic, I had hoped to either have a baby
or adopt a dog. Since having a baby
would have been an act of God, I opted
to adopt a dog,” Benally said as she intro-

duced this one at the contest.
At the shelter she said she was told

about an older dog with health problems,
a creature that “could be inbred because
he was so ugly.” “The shelter staff tried to
prepare me for what I was about to see. I
saw a creature who was indeed old,
needed a second chance and deserved
to be loved,” said the proud owner.

She said Mr Happy Face had previ-
ously lived with a person who hoarded
and conditions were abominable. “He
was a survivor of abuse and neglect,” she
said. Vets said that with his poor health
the dog might only live a few weeks.

“Love, kindness and mommy kisses

have helped him defy the anticipated
short life that we all expected him to have
with our family,” Benally added. “His hob-
bies include sleeping, snoring, woofing in
his sleep and making odd sounds when
he is happy.” Contest organizers say this
of the contest itself: “Dogs of all breeds
and sizes have warmed our hearts and
filled our lives with unconditional love.
This world-renowned event celebrates
the imperfections that make all dogs spe-
cial and unique.”— AFP

Jeneda Benally introduces her dog Mr Happy Face on stage during the World’s Ugliest
Dog Competition in Petaluma, California. — AFP photos

Ann Lewis shows off her dog Wild Thang during the World’s Ugliest Dog
Competition in Petaluma.

Jinny Lu-Korean Pug awaits the start of the World’s Ugliest Dog Competition. Mr Happy Face rests before the start of the World’s Ugliest Dog Competition in
Petaluma.

Judges react as Wild Thang is placed on their table during the World’s Ugliest Dog
Competition.

Jeneda Benally introduces her dog Mr Happy Face to a judge during the World’s Ugliest
Dog Competition.

Jeneda Benally reacts to the announcement that her dog
Mr Happy Face won the World’s Ugliest Dog Contest in
Petaluma.

Canadian gold 
miners find rare 
mummified baby
woolly mammoth

Miners in the Klondike gold fields of
Canadaʼs far north have made a
rare discovery, digging up the

mummified remains of a near complete
baby woolly mammoth. Members of the
local Trʼondek Hwechʼin First Nation
named the calf Nun cho ga, which means
“big baby animal.” Paleontologist Grant
Zazula said the little tyke, which retained
its skin and hair, “is beautiful and one of
the most incredible mummified ice age
animals ever discovered in the world.” “I
am excited to get to know her more,” he
said in a statement.

The baby mammothʼs remains were
discovered during excavation through
permafrost south of Dawson City in
Canadaʼs Yukon territory, which bor-
ders the US state of Alaska. The ani-
mal is believed to be female and would
have died during the ice age, more
than 30,000 years ago when woolly
mammoths roamed this region along-
side wild horses, cave lions and giant
steppe bison.

The discovery marks the first near
complete and best-preserved mummi-
fied woolly mammoth found in North
America. A partial mammoth calf, named
Effie, was found in 1948 at a gold mine
in Alaskaʼs interior. A 42,000-year old
mummified infant woolly mammoth,
known as Lyuba, was also discovered in
Siberia in 2007. Lyuba and Nun cho ga
are roughly the same size, according to
the Yukon government. It noted that the
Yukon has “a world-renowned fossil
record of Ice Age animals, but mummi-
fied remains with skin and hair are rarely
unearthed.”— AFP

This handout image released by the Government of Yukon shows a
complete baby woolly mammoth named Nun cho ga found in
Yukon’s Eureka Creek, south of Dawson City, Canada. — AFP 

Beatles founder member, British singer-songwriter Paul McCartney plays the Pyramid Stage at the
Glastonbury festival near the village of Pilton in Somerset, south-west England. — AFP photos
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News in brief

Jacobs wins Italian 100m title

RIETI: Reigning Olympic champion Marcell Jacobs
continued his preparations for next month’s world
championships by winning the Italian men’s 100 metres
title on Saturday. The 27-year-old was not at his best
but took victory in 10.12 seconds, four hundredths of a
second quicker than second-placed Chituru Ali, after
posting 10.17sec in the heats. Jacobs, who also won the
world 60m indoor title earlier this year, only ran his first
two 100m races of the season last month in Savona. “It
was useful to resume competition,” he told RAI Sport
on Saturday. “I’m not yet able to manage a complete
100m, especially with two races in an hour. In training I
had to do everything at a moderate pace. “So it was
more difficult to manage at a high intensity. In the clos-
ing stages, I had a little more trouble and decided to
hold back a little to avoid any fitness problems.” Jacobs
is scheduled to run in Stockholm next Thursday before
flying to the worlds which get underway in American
city Eugene on July 15.

Rugby’s all-women officials

LISBON: In a rugby first, the men’s international between
Italy and Portugal on Saturday was refereed by an all-
women line-up of officials. Hollie Davidson, the referee
from Scotland, was assisted on the pitch by England’s
Sara Cox and Aurelie Groizeleau of France. Another
Englishwoman, Claire Hodnett, was the television match
official for Italy’s 38-31 win in Lisbon shown live on
Portuguese television. As well as being the first men’s
rugby Test officiated entirely by women, it was also the
first time a woman referee had taken charge of a side,
Italy, figuring in the Six Nations. Davidson in 2017
became the first woman full-time professional rugby ref-
eree, appointed by the Scottish federation. Up to
Saturday she had refereed games in the United Rugby
Championship and Challenge Cup.

Rivers United win first title

ABUJA: Rivers United were crowned Nigerian league
champions on Sunday after closest rivals Plateau United
lost 2-1 at Akwa United to give the Port Harcourt side an
unassailable lead with three rounds of matches still to
play. Rivers United, who play away at Nasarawa United
later Sunday, have 71 points from 34 matches, 10 points
clear of Plateau United, who have played 35 matches,
while Remo Stars are a distant third on 53 points.
Winning the league earns United a place in next season’s
CAF Champions League. It is the first major honor for
Rivers United since they were formed following a merger
of Port Harcourt’s two top clubs - Dolphins and Sharks -
in 2016 They are owned by oil-rich Rivers State
Government, who have made them one of the best-run
clubs in Nigeria. The club nicknamed “The Pride of
Rivers” feature the league’s joint leading scorer Chijoke
Akuneto, who has 16 goals, and winger Ishaq Kayode,
who has netted 15 goals.

Min-kyu wins Korea Open

CHEONAN: South Korea’s Kim Min-kyu won the nation-
al title at the Korea Open Golf Championship on Sunday,
clinching his first victory on home soil. Kim claimed the
title after a fierce battle, with the final round of the Asian
Tour event at Woo Jeong Hills Country Club in Cheonan
going to a playoff. The 21-year-old headed into his
penultimate hole tied in first place at five-under-par, but
his drive veered left and out of the course. The final
round went to a three-hole aggregate playoff, sending
Kim and Cho Min-gyu back to the 16th hole, with the
pair vying for their first career titles. Both Kim and Cho
missed the green at the 18th, but while Cho missed his
par putt, Kim slotted in his birdie putt to win the national
title. “To be honest, this is unreal,” Kim said. “I was tense
but the results were really good. I feel amazing,” he told
reporters. 

Felix admits ‘bit of sadness’

EUGENE: Allyson Felix admitted to a “little bit of sad-
ness” in the wake of her final US athletics championship
race on Saturday, but was in no doubt her decision to
retire in August is the right one. “I think more than any-
thing this season showed me I have no doubts about
walking away,” said the seven-time Olympic gold medal-
ist. “There’s nothing left. This season for the first time I
felt like I didn’t have that fight in me. And that’s who I am.
“So I knew when I felt that fading away there was noth-
ing to do but be grateful and watch all of these amazing
athletes take it from here.” Felix, who owns 29 world and
Olympic medals and ran in her first national champi-
onships as a teenager 21 years ago, isn’t quite done with
the sport yet. Her sixth place finish in the 400m on
Saturday will likely put her in position for relay consider-
ation at the World Championships at Eugene’s Hayward
Field July 15-24. 

Rovanpera wins Safari Rally 

NAIVASHA: Finland’s Kalle Rovanpera won the Kenya
Safari Rally for the first time on Sunday to stretch his
lead at the top of the world championship standings. The
victory is the fourth podium finish in six races this season
for the impressive 21-year-old who remained dominant
after a major scare when his Toyota rolled in Friday’s
Superspecial stage outside Nairobi. “It feels great to win
the Safari. I have to say this was the hardest rally I have
ever done, and to be honest, we have to thank our team,”
Rovanpera said. The race was dominated by Toyota with
Britain’s Elfyn Evans taking second 52.8sec behind and
Japan’s Takamoto Katsuta, who finished runner-up last
year, dropping into third, 1min 42.7sec behind the winner.
Last year’s Safari Rally winner Sebastian Ogier, who was
the quickest in the morning powerstage dress rehearsal,
was over two minutes adrift in fourth. —From AFP

LOS ANGELES: American Jesse Rodriguez
stopped the Thai veteran Srisaket Sor Rungvisai
in the eighth round on Saturday to successfully
defend his World Boxing Council junior ban-
tamweight title. The unbeaten 22-year-old from
Texas dominated the veteran Srisaket from start
to f inish before a hometown crowd at San
Antonio’s Tech Port Arena. Rodriguez, who is the
youngest current world champion, improved to
16-0 with 11 knockouts following a one-sided vic-
tory. Rodriguez landed heavier punches through-
out the bout, and knocked the 35-year-old
Srisaket to the canvas with a crisp left hook in the
seventh round.

The end came in the eighth as Rodriguez let fly
with a flurry of combinations that left Srisaket
struggling to defend himself before the referee
stepped in to halt the punishment. The victory
confirmed Rodriguez as one of the most exciting
talents in boxing. “What more can I say. I told
everybody I was a special fighter and I proved
that tonight,” Rodriguez said afterwards. “We
came out here tonight and put on a show.” It was
a first title defense for Rodriguez, who won the
title with a unanimous decision victory over veter-
an Carlos Cuadras in February.

Boxing federation 
Meanwhile, Boxing’s corruption-tainted world

governing body will once again be excluded from
organizing their own events at the 2024 Olympics
in Paris, the International Olympic Committee
(IOC) confirmed on Friday. The International
Boxing Association (IBA) had already been barred
from the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo with the organi-
zation’s presence in the 2028 Los Angeles Games
also uncertain.

“In the interest of the athletes and the boxing
community, the IBA will not be running qualifica-
tions and Olympic events,” IOC sports director
Kit McConnell told a press conference. Boxing
will take place at Paris 2024 but McConnell said

the Olympic organization remained “very con-
cerned by the governance, the refereeing and
judging process and the finances” of the amateur
boxing body.

The recent re-election of IBA president, the
Russian Umar Kremlev, has been called into ques-
tion by the Court of Arbitration for Sport and the
IOC are also concerned about “its f inancial
dependency” on the giant Russian gas company
Gazprom. Many Olympic boxing tournaments have
been tainted by suspicions of corruption of judges
and referees, from the 2004 Olympic Games in

Athens to the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio.
The IOC will decide “in due time” on the terms

of organization of boxing in Paris, “by working
closely with the organizing committee and the
representatives of the athletes”, McConnell added.
Although boxing, which made its Olympic bow in
St Louis in 1904, is guaranteed to be on the Paris
2024 program, its presence at the Los Angeles
2028 Olympics is still in the balance. “We’ve been
looking for clarity from the IBA for many years,”
said McConnell. “The (IOC) board felt enough
was enough.” —AFP

Corruption-tainted boxing federation excluded from 2024 Olympics

Rodriguez batters Srisaket to 
retain bantamweight crown

Jesse Rodriguez

NSW top Queensland, 
force decider in State 
of Origin series
PERTH: A rejuvenated New South Wales forced a
decider in the best-of-three State of Origin rugby
league series after a scintillating 44-12 victory over
Queensland on Sunday. Under pressure after an
upset home defeat in the opener, an aggressive
NSW ran their bitter rivals ragged in game two in
front of a capacity crowd of nearly 60,000 fans on
a crisp and clear night at Perth’s Optus Stadium.
After a see-saw first stanza, the Blues ran in five of
their seven tries in a blistering second half to easily
prevail on a greasy surface, where players numer-
ously slipped over but conditions failed to dampen
the high-octane spectacle.

The desperate Blues made seven changes for the
must-win clash after a 16-10 defeat in a tense open-

er in Sydney. The move paid dividends, particularly
the inclusion of Api Koroisau who was brilliant as
starting hooker after getting the nod over Damien
Cook. The series decider will be played at Suncorp
Stadium in Brisbane on July 13. “We were more bru-
tal and hungry. There were no second chances,”
said NSW captain James Tedesco. “It’s very pleas-
ing and we’ll enjoy the win but it’s going to be a big
test at Suncorp.”

Queensland gamely withstood NSW’s expected
early onslaught before running out of gas in a reali-
ty check for rookie coach Billy Slater, who is con-
sidered one of the greatest players ever. “We tried
to match their energy in the first half but they were
too good... they had the ball too much and scored
points,” said Queensland star Cameron Munster. A
pumped-up Blues side went on the attack from the
get-go but the Maroons weathered the assault and
slowly gained ascendancy, which was rewarded
when Felise Kaufusi burst through to produce the
opening try.

The Blues regrouped through the deadly boot of

Nathan Cleary, whose deft kick allowed debutant
Matt Burton to steam through and score his first try
in Origin. The manic action continued when the
speed of full-back Kalyn Ponga set up a Munster
try as Queensland regained the lead. But their
momentum was stymied when Kaufusi was contro-
versially sent to the sin bin for holding down in the
tackle and NSW took advantage with Brian To’o
finishing off a slick pass from Burton to give the
Blues a slim two-point lead at the long break.

NSW’s confidence spilt into the second stanza
when a Daniel Tupou try broke the game open
before consecutive tries to a dominant Cleary had
under pressure coach Brad Fittler standing from his
seat and celebrating with gusto. It was just the sec-
ond time the showpiece event has headed to
Western Australia, which hasn’t had a professional
rugby league team in 25 years in a state where the
dominant football code is Australian Rules. NSW
will be hoping that history repeats itself: in 2019, a
38-6 game two victory in Perth powered them to a
famous come-from-behind series victory. —AFP

Javier stars in 
Astros no-hitter as
Yankees shut out
NEW YORK: Cristian Javier tossed seven scoreless
innings to set up a combined no-hitter as the Houston
Astros shut out the New York Yankees with a 3-0 victo-
ry in the Bronx on Saturday. Javier, 25, struck out 13 from
115 pitches before being removed in the seventh inning
at Yankee Stadium. Hector Neris and Ryan Pressly then
finished the job to complete the first no-hitter against
the Yankees in 19 years. The feat was made even more
remarkable by the fact that the Yankees have arguably
the most formidable batting line-up in Major League
Baseball. They have the best record in the major leagues
this year and are the only team with more than 50 wins.

Javier’s starring role was even more galling for the

Yankees given that New York had their top ace Gerrit
Cole on the mound. Cole joined the Yankees in 2020
after leaving Houston as a free agent in a blockbuster
nine-year $324 million deal. Javier was signed by
Houston for $10,000 as an undrafted free agent from the
Dominican Republic in 2015. “I feel really happy, really
proud right now for this moment that God has given me,”
Javier said through an interpreter after the game.

Astros manager Dusty Baker applauded Javier’s
“command and control”. “Everybody talks about veloci-
ty all the time, but the velocity without command and
control is no good,” Baker said. “That was the key, get-
ting ahead of the hitters. And he was getting ahead of
some pretty good hitters. That’s a day that he’ll never
forget. Nor us, either.” Pressly, who secured the final out,
took satisfaction from the fact the win came at Yankee
Stadium. “A no-hitter is pretty special either way, any-
where you do it,” Pressly said. “The fact that it was here
in Yankee Stadium, that’s a really good lineup over there.
It’s special, but I think if you throw a no-hitter, in general,
it’s going to be special.” —AFP

NEW YORK: Gleyber Torres #25 of the New York Yankees
completes a double play over Michael Brantley #23 of
the Houston Astros during the top of the sixth inning at
Yankee Stadium on June 25, 2022. —AFP

Schauffele leaves it late 
to retain Travelers lead
NEW YORK: Xander Schauffele produced a late birdie
spree to hold onto a slender lead at the PGA Tour’s
Travelers Championship Saturday with a three-under-par
67. Schauffele, who led by five shots after Friday’s second
round, will take a one-shot advantage into Sunday’s final
round at TPC River Highlands in Cromwell, Connecticut.

But the 28-year-old from California left it late to
ensure he would remain on top of the leaderboard on
Saturday with a pair of birdies on the 16th and 17th holes
to drop to 17 under for the tournament. He rolled in a 16-
foot birdie putt at the par-three 16th and then drilled an
iron from the fairway to a few feet for a further birdie on
the 17th. That ultimately allowed Schauffele to finish the
day just in front of red-hot Patrick Cantlay, who had a
bogey-free seven-under-par 63 to move to 16 under.

Schauffele is looking forward to a final round duel
against close friend and Ryder Cup playing partner
Cantlay. “It will be fun. I’ve been looking forward to
playing with Pat in a final round,” he said. “We don’t get
paired together very often in regular tournaments, only
in those team ones. “So there’s a certain level of comfort
we have playing with each other and hopefully that pays
off and hopefully we can make a lot of birdies.” Cantlay
was similarly enthused by the prospect of a final day
shoot-out with his friend.

“We actually haven’t played that much together in
tournament play, maybe only three times in the last three,
four years. So it will be good to go out there again with
him,” Cantlay said. “It’s always nice to be out with him, if
he’s on my team or if he’s not. I’m going to go out there
tomorrow and try as hard as I can and let the chips fall
where they may.” Sahith Theegala is three off the lead on
14 under after his six-under-par 64. The highlight of
Theegala’s round came with a brilliant eagle three on the
par-five 13th, when he reached the green in two before
rolling in an 11-foot putt.

The only blemish on an otherwise flawless round
came at the 18th, where he made bogey. Kevin Kisner is
one behind Theegala on 13 under after his four-under-
par 66. Scotland’s Martin Laird is tied for fifth with Lee
Kyoung-hoon on 12 under. Laird and Lee both carded
four-under-par 66s. Four players including first round
co-leader J.T. Poston are tied for seventh on 11 under,
while Scottie Scheffler heads a quartet on 10 under after
a five-under-par 65.

But there was more disappointment for Northern
Ireland’s Rory McIlroy. The four-time major-winner who
shot an eight-under-par 62 in the first round had fallen
away on Friday after a second round that included a
quadruple bogey eight on the 12th hole. McIlroy navi-
gated his return to the 12th safely on Saturday with a
par, but was already struggling after making a double-
bogey and bogey on the front nine. Two more bogeys on
the 14th and 16th holes left him tied for 31st place on six
under, 11 shots off the lead. —AFP

CROMWELL: Xander Schauffele of the United States
plays his shot from the 17th tee during the third round
of Travelers Championship at TPC River Highlands on
June 25, 2022. —AFP
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BEIJING: Basketball Hall of Famer, business magnate,
cultural ambassador - no Chinese athlete carries a
richer legacy than Yao Ming, whose towering 7ft 6in
frame (2.29 metre) stormed into the NBA 20 years
ago. The centre was drafted by the Houston Rockets
on June 26, 2002, kickstarting a glittering career that
won him a succession of personal accolades and
transformed the Shanghai-born Yao into a household
name in both China and the United States.

A languid but deceptively agile player, Yao’s gen-
tle personality and wry humor off the court cement-
ed him as a fan favorite and boosted the NBA’s pop-
ularity in his home nation. Since his emergence, no
Chinese player has come close to matching his
achievements, and the prospect appears even less
likely as the league has become mired in simmering
tensions between Beijing and Washington.

In 2002, Yao was a face of an increasingly confi-
dent and open China, one whose economic rise was
being matched by global sporting prowess. “He
brought the NBA into China, but he also took China
into the NBA,” said fan Gao Dabao, 30, outside a
basketball court in Beijing. “It was the time when the
NBA had its biggest influence on China, and we all
used to watch it on TV,” he added.

The son of two former basketball pros, Yao cut
his teeth with Shanghai Sharks before joining the
Rockets as their first pick in the 2002 NBA draft. He

averaged 19 points and nine rebounds per game
over nearly a decade with the Texas-based team
who were dubbed the “Ming Dynasty”. Yao played
in eight All-Star Games and made the All-NBA
Teams on five occasions, but injuries forced him to
retire in 2011 at the age of 30.

“Yao Ming is the only Chinese player to have
become a real NBA star,” said Chinese basketball
writer Wang Meng. “He grew into one of the best
players in that Rockets team, which is something no
other Chinese player has managed to do,” he told
AFP. Yao was inducted into the Basketball Hall of
Fame in 2016 alongside Shaquille O’Neal and Allen
Iverson. Yao now serves as chairman of the Chinese
Basketball Association. Despite his riches, he keeps a
relatively low profile, dabbling in winemaking, con-
servation and charity work.

One of a kind
For Chinese fans, Yao’s international stardom

encapsulated the optimism of an emerging nation
with global ambitions. Simon Chadwick, director of
the Centre for the Eurasian Sport Industry at Emlyon
Business School, said Yao was “a statement signing,
someone who represented a changing world, rather
than (just) a star player”.

Since then, however, “the power dynamic
between the two countries has changed,” he said.

Relations between Beijing and Washington have
soured in recent years over trade, human rights and
other issues. China’s state broadcaster stopped
screening NBA games after a 2019 tweet by the
Rockets’ then-general manager Daryl Morey in sup-
port of Hong Kong democracy protesters.

Only a handful of games have been shown on tel-
evision in China since then and the league’s fortunes
have taken a beating in its biggest overseas market.
Five other Chinese athletes have played in the NBA,
but none have had the same impact as Yao. Most
recently, compatriot Zhou Qi turned out for the
Rockets but was released from his contract in 2018.
Recent generations of Chinese players have strug-
gled to match Yao’s natural talent, said basketball
expert Xing Chen.

Chinese basketball is “at a low ebb”, he told AFP.
“We need to bring through a new generation of ath-
letes.” “Asian players tend to have different
physiques compared with those from North America
and Europe ... and we lack the talent pool of the US,”
he said. Fans and experts told AFP they thought it
unlikely that another Chinese player could win
hearts and minds on both sides of the Pacific. “The
(China-US) relationship isn’t as ... friendly as before,”
said basketball fan Eric Zhang, 15.

“I think it’s possible Chinese players can play in
the NBA, but I don’t think they can achieve the

heights Yao Ming once reached,” he said. Today’s
players must navigate the “dangerous” ideological
middle ground between China and the US, Chadwick
said. Western sports organizations in China are
“potentially (exposed) to political interference from
Beijing and/or accusations of being complicit in
issues such as human rights abuses,” he said. “Yao in
the mid-2000s was an entirely different proposition
to what the Yao of 2022 would be.” —AFP

‘He brought NBA into China and took China into NBA’

China still searching for next Yao 
Ming, 20 years after NBA debut

BEIJING: In this file photo, Houston Rockets All-Star
Yao Ming takes a penalty shot during their match
against the New Jersey Nets in the NBA China Games
2010 basketball match at the Wukesong Arena. —AFP

Veteran Sjostrom, 
McIntosh complete 
swimming doubles
BUDAPEST: Sarah Sjostrom, who has been
winning world titles for 13 years, and Summer
McIntosh, who has been winning them for four
days, both collected their second gold medals
of the week in Budapest on Saturday. Sjostrom,
a 28-year-old Swede who won the 50m butter-
fly less than 24 hours earlier, added the 50m
freestyle, her 10th world gold. McIntosh, a
Canadian 15-year-old, held off 16-year-old
American Katie Grimes to win the women’s
400m medley title. McIntosh, who won the
200m butterfly gold on Wednesday, claimed her
fourth medal in Budapest in four minutes and
32.04 seconds.

Grimes was 0.63sec back, while another
American, Emma Weyant, was a distant third
ahead of  Hungarian 33-year-old Kat inka
Hosszu, the defending champion. “I tried to
push my body as much as possible ,”  said
McIntosh. “The crowd gave me so much adren-
aline. “I really felt my body in the backstroke.
“Katie is a top competitor, I like racing against
her s ince we are in the same age group.”
Sjostrom finished her sprint in 23.98 seconds,
0.20sec ahead of Pole Katarzyna Wasick, with
Australian Meg Harris and American Erika
Brown tied for bronze.

The Swede took her first European title at 14
and her first world title a year later in 2009.
This was her 20th world championship medal.
“Maybe my mind-set and also a lot of hard
work, but also I love what I do,” she said of her

longevity. Sjostrom narrowly missed another
medal when she anchored Sweden to fourth in
the women’s 100m medley relay that closed the
championships. “It’s been a busy four days for
me,” she said. “I feel like it’s business for me
too, I just go in and do my job I guess.”

The United States won, anchored by 17-
year-old Claire Curzan. Australia were second
and Canada, with Penny Olesiak holding off
Sjostrom, third. The men’s 50m backstroke gold
medal was presented twice, with the US anthem
played twice. In the first race of the evening,
Justin Ress was disqualified after video review
for finishing entirely under water as he touched
the wal l  f i rst . His  tra in ing buddy Hunter
Armstrong was awarded gold, winning in 24.14
seconds.

Ksawery Masiuk, a 17-year-old Pole, initially
took silver, 0.35sec back, with Italian Thomas
Ceccon, who set a 100m backstroke world
record on Monday, taking the bronze on loan.
Armstrong wiped a tear away as he stepped off
the podium after accepting the gold in the
evening’s first medal ceremony. “I’m very dis-
appointed my team-mate was disqualified and
hopefully Team USA’s protest will be success-
ful ,” he said. He got his wish, when a jury
upheld the appeal. Ress came out alone to
stand on the top step of the podium and receive
his medal in the last medal ceremony of the
championships.

‘Go out fast’
Ceccon had taken pre-emptive revenge by

swimming the breaststroke leg as Italy edged
the Americans, the reigning champions and
world record holders, in the 100m medley relay
final. Britain were third. That was a fifth gold
for Italy after Gregorio Paltrinieri earlier swum
the second fastest  t ime in  men’s  1500m

freestyle history to win his third world title in
the distance. The 27-year-old Italian surged
away from the start, setting a breakneck pace.

He was on world record pace for much of the
race before fading at the end to finish in 14min
32.80sec and miss Sun Yang’s mark by 1.78sec.
American Bobby Finke was second, 3.90sec
back, with Florian Wellbrock third at 4.14.

Paltrinieri said he had been motivated by fin-
ishing fourth out in the 800m “I came out with
the mindset that I wanted to destroy the pool,”
he said after becoming the oldest ever 1500m
world champion. “I’m 28 in a couple of months,”
he said.”But I’m still learning” Lithuanian Ruta
Meilutyte won her first world gold since 2013
when she edged Italian 17-year-old Benedetta
Pilato by 0.10sec in the women’s 50m breast-
stroke final. South African Lara van Niekerk
was third. Meilutyte had not won a major cham-
pionship medal of any color since 2015. “It’s
nice to be a world champion,” she said. —AFP

BUDAPEST: Sweden’s Sarah Sjostrom competes to
take gold in the women’s 50m freestyle finals during
the Budapest 2022 World Aquatics Championships at
Duna Arena in Budapest. —AFP

Youth sparkles but 
swimming’s golden 
oldies still win titles
BUDAPEST: Canadian 15-year-old Summer
McIntosh headlined a crop of golden teenagers
too young to drive who caught the eye at the
World Swimming Championships, but a number of
former prodigies showed they are still driven to
win too. It was the veterans, notably Katie
Ledecky, Gregorio Paltrinieri and Nicholas Santos,
not the kids, who set records. There were extra
opportunities as some elite swimmer skipped
Budapest because of a competition cycle cramped
by two Olympics three years apart.

As so often in swimming, more women hit early
heights. McIntosh, who is still too young to drive in
her native Ontario, grabbed her chance, winning
two golds, a silver and a bronze. Italian breaststro-
ker Benedetta Pilato, who won silver three years
ago at 14, won gold and silver this time. Katie
Grimes, an American 16-year-old, won a silver
behind McIntosh. Claire Curzan, at 17, won four
American relay medals to add to the relay silver
from Tokyo as well as an individual bronze.

David Popoviciwas spectacular in winning two
freestyle golds at 17. “I don’t even drive yet,” he
said, adding that even at 18, when he would be
entitled to a full Romanian  driver’s licence, he did
not think he would have the time to learn. On the
last night, Frenchman Leon Marchand, who turned
20 in May, was named male swimmer of the com-
petition after winning two medley golds and a but-
terfly silver.

He shared the podium, and a slightly awkward
embrace for the cameras, with the woman of the
championships, Ledecky. Ledecky was one of the
veterans showing that old swimmers don’t fade
away as fast as they used to. When she won the
800m freestyle at the 2012 Olympics at 15,
Ledecky was a teenage sensation. Her 800m gold
on Friday was a record fifth straight world title and
her 22nd world championship medal, also a record
for a woman.

“It’s just year after year of hard work,” she said.
“I think back to London and I made it a goal not to
be a one-hit wonder. “Here we are 10 years lat-
er....and still excited for the future as well.” At 25
Ledecky might not seem old, but the stamina
events are traditionally races for youngsters. She is
the oldest woman’s world champion in 800m and
1500m. There were fourteen 800m finals before
Ledecky began her reign. Ten were won by teens.
The oldest champion was American Janet Evans
who had just turned 23 when she won her second
title in 1994.

The pattern was repeated on the men’s side
when Paltrinieri became the oldest 1500m men’s
world champion. It was his third world title at a
distance in which he won a bronze aged 18. “I’m 28
in a couple of months but I’m still learning,” he
said. Sprinters last longer. Nicholas Santos, a 42-
year-old Brazilian, broke his own record as oldest
world championship medalist when he took silver
in the 50m butterfly, a non-Olympic event. Santos
is a late developer. He did not win a major medal
until he was 35.

‘Enjoy it’
Sarah Sjostrom, a 28-year-old Swede who took

the 50m on Friday and the 50m crawl on Saturday,
was a teen prodigy. She won a European title at 14
and a world title at 15. Like Ledecky she is reaping
the benefits of just keeping going with 20 world
championship medals. Sjostrom has won medals in
the 100m butterfly and 200m freestyle but is
focusing on sprints. “I enjoy the training for the
50s, and I can also keep racing at a lot of events, I
feel I’m physically still strong enough to do that,”
she said.

Ruta Meilutyte took longer to recapture her
golden youth. The Lithuanian won Olympic gold in
2012 aged 15. She added a first world title the fol-
lowing year. Both were in the 100m breaststroke. It
took her nine years to win her third gold, in the
breaststroke sprint on Saturday, at the age of 25.
She suggested the water had not always been calm.
“I’m grateful for every step taken in my life, the bad
ones and the good ones as well,” she said. “I’m hap-
py to be here, finally enjoying swimming.” —AFP
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McLaughlin books 
Championships berth 
with a record victory
EUGENE: Sydney McLaughlin punched her ticket to
the athletics World Championships with a world
record 51.41sec victory in the 400m hurdles at the US
trials on Saturday. McLaughlin shaved five-hundredths
of a second off the world record of 51.46 she set in
winning Tokyo Olympics gold last August 4, delivering
a dominant performance at Eugene’s Hayward Field
that saw runner-up Britton Wilson cross the line more
than a second back in 53.08sec. Shamier Little was
third in 53.92. The trio will represent the United States
on the same Hayward Field track in July-when reigning
World Champion Dalilah Muhammad also aims to
defend her title.

With a bye as champion Muhammad-who beat
McLaughlin in Doha in 2019 but took silver behind her
in Tokyo-received a waiver to skip the trials to recover
from a hamstring injury. McLaughlin showed she didn’t
need her great rival to push her to new heights in this
championship season, and sounded a warning for
those coming to challenge her in Eugene, where she
broke the world record for the first time last June.
“Anytime I come here I can just feel something amaz-
ing’s going to happen,” McLaughlin said.

She said nothing compared the “awe” of break-
ing the world record for the first time-but that
doesn’t mean she won’t be aiming to do it again
next month. “This is just a great indicator of where
we are,” she said. “Hopefully we’re going to go
home and work on a few things and try to come
back and improve on it.” Her performance capped a
day of 11 finals and a farewell to the US champi-
onships for Olympic great Allyson Felix — 21 years
after she ran in her first. —AFP

EUGENE: Sydney McLaughlin competes in the
Women’s 400 Meter Hurdle Final setting a new world
record with a time of 51.41 during the USATF
Championships on June 25, 2022. —AFP

CAIRO: Egyptian squash player Mohamed El-
Shorbagy was called a traitor and a sellout when he
announced this month he had joined the English
national team. Yet the athlete is not the first Egyptian
to compete under a foreign flag, with experts saying
the choice illustrates a pervasive problem of athletes
feeling underpaid and under-equipped.

“There is only football and a few team sports” that
garner support, Hossam Hamed, former wrestler and
coach of Egypt’s national team, told AFP. Other ath-
letes, particularly those in individual sports, have to
deal with “obsolete regulations” and “minimal pay-
ments, even after medals and international victories”.
He says Egyptian athletes joining other national teams
are “rebelling against a painful reality”.

Explaining his choice, El-Shorbagy said “England
gave me all the support I needed”, in contrast to his
home country, where “no one paid him any mind” for
years. Currently world number 3, the Alexandria native
is one of Egypt’s most decorated squash players,
spending 50 months as the world number one in a
country that consistently dominates the sport on a
global level. Five of the world’s top 10 men athletes
are Egyptian, in addition to el-Shorbagy, as well as
the top three women athletes.

A way out of poverty
But the champion is far from the first to trade in the

Egyptian flag, with a history of athletes in weightlift-
ing, wrestling, equestrian, boxing and handball doing
the same. In 2018, after butting heads with the
Egyptian Wrestling Federation, wrestler Mahmoud
Fawzy joined team USA following several Arab and

African gold medals. At the 2020 Tokyo Olympics,
Fares Hassouna won one of Qatar’s first gold medals in
weightlifting. After social media backlash in Egypt, his
father set the record straight.

Ibrahim Hassouna, himself an Egyptian weightlift-
ing champion and former coach of the national team,
explained that it was he who had left the country after
his own clash with the federation, and had trained his
son in Qatar since he was a child. In both sports, says
Fathi Zariq, former treasurer of the Weightlifting
Federation, “athletes usually come from poor families”.
In a country where two thirds of the population live
below or just above the poverty line, sport can be a
way out.

Weightlifters and wrestlers who start training in
barebones youth centres in low-income neighbor-
hoods, Zariq explained, “look to foreign nationalities
in pursuit of money and better social status”. “How
can the reward for an Olympic gold medal be a million
pounds ($54,000), after all the years of training and
preparation that have gone in?” In Egypt, where foot-
ball reigns and Mohamed Salah wears the crown, oth-
er athletes are green with envy. “In football, some
players earn up to a million dollars a year, without
even having to win a competition,” Zariq derided.

After retirement
Handball has seen a rare reversal of the trend,

according to Yasser Labib, former captain of the nation-
al team and head of the handball team at Al-Ahly Club,
which together with its rival Zamalek dominate the
African Champions League. In the 1990s, he explained,
they were haemorrhaging players, with Egyptian ath-

letes playing all over the world except in Egypt.
“This is no longer the case,” he told AFP. “Salaries

have increased, contracts have become more profes-
sional, and players no longer want another nationality,
but only to play in European leagues,” while remain-
ing on the Egyptian national team. The key, he told
AFP, is to put an end to the parochial quarrels within
federations, and increase funds dedicated to athletes.
It is a tall order for the Egyptian government, current-
ly caught between double-digit inflation and a crip-
pling devaluation.

In 2019-2020, only $21.3 million was earmarked by
the government for all sports federations in a country
with a 103-million-strong population, according to
official figures. In contrast, the budget in a country
like France clocks in at around a billion dollars. But
experts say the solution can come from sponsors,
though support needs to be sustained. All too often,
Hamed says, sponsors see a player as “just a product
they can profit off of for revenues or advertising, but
as soon as he is injured, it’s all over.”

Amir Wagih, former squash champion and national
team coach, thinks support needs to continue after
athletes retire, including through “job offers”. Squash
players, as opposed to weightlifters and wrestlers,
usually hail from higher-income communities, trained
in elite neighbourhood sporting clubs and leveraging
their victories into scholarship opportunities at top-
tier American and European universities. Wagih says it
is not money these athletes are pursuing in their for-
eign careers, but opportunities for “a better future
after retirement” they would not have in their home
country. —AFP

DUBAI: Egyptians Mohamed El-Shorbagy (left) and Ali Farag compete during the PSA Dubai Squash World Series Finals 2018 at Dubai Emirates Golf club. —AFP

Bagnaia wins 
Dutch MotoGP after 
Quartararo crashes out
ASSEN: Italy’s Francesco Bagnaia won the Dutch
MotoGP on Sunday to reignite his title challenge after
championship leader Fabio Quartararo crashed out of an
incident-packed race. Frenchman Quartararo fell twice,
flipping spectacularly over his handlebars in the second
incident although he walked away afterwards, shaking his
fists in anger at his error. Bagnaia, in contrast, stayed out
of trouble on his Ducati to record his third victory of the
season and a welcome full points score after failing to fin-
ish in the last two races.

“I am so happy after two difficult races,” the Italian
said. In a great day for Italian riders, Marco Bezzecchi on
a Ducati for Valentino Rossi’s VR46 team was second
while Spanish rider Maverick Vinales rounded out the
podium in the 11th race of the 20-season. Quartararo
heads into the summer break with a 21-point lead over
Aleix Espargaro, who was fourth on Sunday. The
Frenchman fell on the fifth then on the 13th lap out of 26 in
front of an enthusiastic crowd in the Netherlands.

Even if he quickly got back on his feet, he had to give
up after this second accident. The Frenchman got off to a

bad start and was quickly overtaken by Aprilia rider
Espargaro. It was while he was trying to recover second
place, in an attempt on the inside of a bend, that
Quartararo lost control of his Yamaha, ending up in the
gravel although he was soon back in the saddle, albeit in
last place. But a few laps later, his race was over after an
acrobatic tumble.

Change of fortune 
“I made a rookie’s mistake. I attacked as it is was the

last lap and the last bend,” Quartararo said of his first fall,
which he said had left something feeling “not right” with
his bike. As soon as the race was over he apologized to
Espargaro for forcing him off the track in the fifth lap. This
was the first time since 1994 that Yamaha have failed to
score a point at Assen. For Bagnaia, taking the chequered
flag was a welcome change of fortune.

This was the fourth time in six races he had claimed
pole, but he had failed to finish in three of his past four
outings. He won his last two completed races - at Jerez
and Mugello - but like Quartararo on Sunday was visibly
angry last weekend after crashing out of the German
MotoGP, where his French rival prevailed. Runner-up to
Quartararo in the championship last year, he had looked
poised to challenge for the title just a few weeks ago, but
subsequently slipped to 91 points off the pace before
this round of the season at the circuit known as the
“Cathedral of Speed”.

Ahead of the next race at Silverstone on August 7 the

25-year-old from Turin moved up from sixth to fourth,
cutting the gap to Quartararo to 66 points. In third overall
is Johann Zarco, who said he had suffered a “very diffi-
cult” day after trailing in 13th on his Ducati-Primac. “It
was really hard maintaining my pace and little by little I
slipped out of the fight,” he said. “So I’m disappointed,
obviously, but it’s good to get another three points on the
board and to see I’m still in third place in the standings.
“But it’s no fun to come in an exhausted 13th!”  —AFP

Athletes feeling underpaid, under-equipped l Player called ‘traitor and sellout’

Squash player’s switch to UK
shows Egypt’s athlete exodus

SACHSENRING: Monster Energy Yamaha’s French rider Fabio
Quartararo (left) leads the pack through the first corner of
the German MotoGP Grand Prix at the Sachsenring racing
circuit on June 19, 2022.  —AFP
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